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I. STAND DESCRIPTION

Stand 358, located on the Prairie City Ranger District of the

Malheur National Forest, is being considered for treatment as part

of the Wayrot timber sale. The management direction for this area

is given in the proposed Malheur National Forest Land and Resource

Management pian.24 The stand is part of management area 14 and is

allocated to timber production with primary consideration given to

maintaining or enhancing scenic quality along visual corridors and

viewsheds.

Stand 358 is 34 acres of a mixed conifer plant community.

Over approximately the past 50 years, this stand has had several

entries where trees were selectively harvested generally from the

larger diameter classes of ponderosa pine, white fir and Douglas-

fir.' The residual stand is uneven-aged white fir, with smaller

components of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch.

Spatial distribution of trees within the stand is frequently

irregular and clumped, interspersed with many skid trails. Damage

caused by several insects and pathogens, as well as injuries

incurred during logging, have affected many of the trees,

especially the white fir.

Logging has also resulted in over 50% of the stand area being

detrimentally compacted.

Rehabilitation of the soil to increase productivity and

reduction of growth and mortality losses attributable to insects

and disease will be major considerations in the selection of an

alternative.
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II. ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT

A) LOCATION AND LAND OWNERSHIP

The stand is located on the Prairie City Ranger District of

the Maiheur National forest, south of Prairie City, Oregon and the

Strawberry Mountian Wilderness Area, in T 16, R 33 1/2, S 17 and

18. Access is from highway 26 or highway 395 to county road 16 to

forest service road 718.

Although I could not find records to verify the ownership of

this stand prior to 1950, the Hine's Lumber Company owned much of

the land in this area. A deal was struck between the Hine's

company and the Forest Service wherein Hine's would cut the timber

from it's own land in this area, then trade the bare land to the

Forest Service in exchange for timber rights on Forest Service

land. This long-term contract sold an estimated half billion board

feet.

B) CLIMATE

This stand, as part of the southern Blue Mountains,

experiences a continental ciimate.2 Below is a summary of the

environmental conditions found in the stand.

Table 1

elevation 5600 feet

aspect southeast

slope 0 10%

precipitation1 20-30" annually

1Sixty-five percent of precipitation occurs October through
March, primarily as snow. Only 16% (approximately 4") falls June
through September.
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The chart below shows a summary of local temperature ranges
-(F°) recorded at Austin, Oregon, elevation 4200 ft., approximately
1400 ft. lower in elevation than stand 358.

Table 2

month minimum avg. mm. avg. avg. max. maximum

February -15 13 29 46 62

July 28 38 61 83 97

Stand 358 is on an upper slope where cold air does not

accumulate, so frost damage to reproduction is not anticipated.

There are also rio anticipated losses from wind damage to residual

trees if a partial cut were prescribed. There is no local history

of windthrow being common in this area and after experiencing

several partial cuts in the past, this stand has not shown any

windthrow except that attributable to root rot.

C) SOILS AND ASSESSMENT OF SOIL COMPACTION

The soil within the stand is very shallow to shallow silt loam

over a very cobbly subsoil. Effective rooting depth is 6 to 18

inches with a productive horizon 2 to 3 inches thick.2 This is

fairly consistent with the description found in the Malheur Soil

Resource Inventory5) for mapping unit 142, of which this stand is

was confirmed by Tim Sullivan, the forest Soils
Scientist.



a part. This stand deviates from the descripton of unit 142 soil

type in that there is little to no ash layer present. The outline

of a higher soil surface on rocks and grass pedestals indicate that

the soil surface was once several inches higher in places. The ash

layer may once have been present but has been eroded away, most

likely by the wind. Rock outcrops and surface stone are scattered

throughout the stand.

My soil condition survey covered the stand in a grid pattern

that was diagonal to the general direction of the majority of skid

trails. I estimated the degree of compaction by using a planting

shovel to attempt to dig holes. A plot was determined to be

uncompacted if there was no evidence of disturbance and the soil

was easily dug. Where the soil was slightly difficult to break

through and clumps did not easily fall apart, it was considered

lightly compacted. Plots where the soil was difficult to dig

through and clumps were sturdy were considered moderately

compacted. Where the soil was difficult to dig with a planting

shovel and clumps were difficult to break, it was considered

severely compacted.

Skid trails are numerous and randomly located throughout the

stand, covering approximately 50% of the stand area. There are

numerous areas of soil displacement, but since they are very small,

they are not considered a significant problem. There were also

approximately 3 old cull deck landings within the stand which have



been burned, each about 1/2 acre in size. In the skid trails where

the soil was generally severely compacted, few trees have become

established since the last harvest (1979) and preexisting trees are

growing slowly, leaving a portion of the stand with reduced

productivity.

Overall, only 7% (3) of the survey points fell on undisturbed

ground. Ten percent (4) of the points fell in areas of light

compaction, 30% (12) fell in areas of moderate compaction, and 53%

(21) of the plots were in areas severely compacted.

I searched the literature on the effects of soil compaction on

tree growth and found widely varying figures for volume growth loss

due to compaction (a table containing a summary of this information

is in Appendix 5), indicating that the degree of compaction can be

influenced by many stand conditions. Froehlich (1979) raised the

question that perhaps the effects of soil compaction on poor sites

might be less than the same compaction on a better site because

other stresses, such as drought or competition, may limit growth

more than the compaction could. It is important to recognize that

other pests and conditions are affecting the productivity of this

stand. There is also a lot of stand area occupied by skid trails

where virtually no wood is being produced.

To derive a percent growth loss attributable to compaction,

the volume production of this stand was compared to production

estimates for this plant association and estimated loss figures
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were selected that were in line with figures yielded by research.

These figures estimates are in table 3. The percent growth loss on

compacted soils was derived partially through the literature search

and partially by comparing the actual current annual volume growth

of 44 cubic feet per acre with the estimated typical volume growth

for this plant association20 of 43 ft3 per acre. Although these

figures show that the stand is currently fulfilling productivity

estimates for a CWG1-11 plant association, I feel that the

compaction is still contributing to below-potential productivity.

I calculated an estimated stand volume growth loss of 11% due to

compaction.

The tree growth data collected during tha 1989 stand exam

already reflects this growth loss. If the stand is tilled, the

volume growth rate is expected to increase. Tilling with a winged

ripper will break up 80% of the compacted soil in a single pass.4

Assuming that subsoiling would recover 80% of the 11% stand volume

growth loss, this would reduce the stand volume growth loss due to

compaction to approximately 2%.

Primary soil concerns during treatment are the shallow, rocky

character of the soil and the extensive compaction. Since

compaction will immediately interfere with regeneration and growth,

strong consideration will be given to the possibility of subsoiling

to alleviate this condition. This site preparation will only be

possible on an estimated 50% of the stand area where not prohibited
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by shallow or rocky soil, residual trees, or skid trails that are

to be retained permanently.

Most of the 50% of the stand area that might be treated

includes the most severely compacted areas, such as many random

skid trails. The portions of the stand where ripping will not be

possible are generally those that are non- to moderately compacted.

In addition to improved growth, subsoiling with a winged

ripper can also be expected to increase seedling survival when the

stand is regenerated. The literature search suggested that

seedling survival can be increased within the range of

approximately 10 to 40%.(13) Thus I assumed that ripping will

increase the rate of planted seedling survival from the historical

rate of 70% (on the Prairie City Ranger District) to 80%.

Grazing and logging practices have contributed to some soil

erosion. Because the stand slope averages only 0 to 10%, erosion

was most likely a result of wind. The soil has only a light to

moderate erosion potential.5 Therefore, wherever subsoiling is

feasible, the need to alleviate the compaction outweighs the risk

of short-term erosion. Where subsoiling is not possible, woody

debris should be left in place to protect the soil against further

erosion.

To minimize soil disturbance during future harvests, permanent

skid trails will be designated in areas unable to be subsoiled.

The skid trail layout should include existing trails wherever

practical to avoid disturbing more area.



Table 3

PERCENT OF TREE GROWTH LOSS FROM SOIL COMPACTION
BY COMPACTION SEVERITY

compaction % of plots in % growth loss contrib. to
level this type for this level wtd. total

std. growth
(a) (b) Cc) loss

(b) x (c)

none 7% 0% 0.0

light 10% 5% 0.005

moderate 30% 10% 0.03

severe 53% 15% 0.0795

0.1145 x 100 =
11. 45%

stand growth loss

D) WATERSHED

Wayrot 358 is in watershed 4t17O5O116O8F. There are no

streams, ponds, or springs located in or near this stand. This

portion of the watershed drains into Rockingchair Creek, a class IV

intermittant stream. This flows into Crooked Creek, which is a

tributary of the Maiheur River. No significant increase in

sedimentation is expected as a result of harvesting this stand.
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III. BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT

A) STAND TREATMENT HISTORY

Several entries have occurred over the past approximately 50

years (around 1950 and 1979), estimated from the condition of

stumps present. Rockingchair and D.S. timber sales were the two

most recent, although no records could be found on the exact dates

or types of harvests. Large diameter trees, most likely ponderosa

pine, Douglas-fir, and some white fir were selectively harvested.

Fire, which maintained ponderosa pine as a fire climax species, was

excluded from the area in the early twentieth century. The fire

suppression policy prevented periodic surface fires from preparing

seed beds for ponderosa pine and other seral species, while

allowing the white fir seedlings to establish in great numbers.

As a result, shade tolerant white fir became the most abundant

species on the site.

B) PLANT COMMUNITY

The plant community is Mixed conifer-pinegrass with residual

soil (CWG1-11).20 My decision to consider this stand a CWG1-11

association for management purposes was a difficult one. The stand

also has many attributes characteristic of a Mixed

conifer/pinegrass/ash soil (CWG1-12) plant association, such as

higher productivity. I decided based on the fact that there is

presently little or no ash soil present and current productivity

estimates for the stand are midway between the estimates for the
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two plant associations.

In these communities, ponderosa pine is the fire climax

species, but in the absence of fire, white fir and Douglas-fir will

be the climax species. Pinegrass and elk sedge dominate the ground

vegetation in this plant association, with lesser amounts of

heartleaf arnica and snowberry present.

If the stand were to be compared to other local plant

associations along a moisture gradient, it would fall approximately

midway between the very xeric ponderosa pine types and the moist

true fir-spruce types. The occassional presence of scabflats and

juniper within the stand suggest that it is slightly oriented

towards the drier end of the gradient.

In stand 358, a few old growth ponderosa pine remain, but as

a result of logging practices and the fire exclusion policy enacted

nearly a century ago, the compostion of the mature overstory is

shifting towards containing a greater proportion of white and

Douglas-firs. This implies that in order to establish and maintain

ponderosa pine as the dominant species, management activities will

have to mimic the effects of fire by weeding out fire-intolerant

species.

C) DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING STAND

1) Stand Exam

A Region Six formal stand exam (type was performed in

1989. A basal area factor of 10 and a fixed plot size of 1/100th

acre was used with a breakpoint dbh of 5.0". Growth was recorded
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as the last 5 years height growth (in tenths of feet) for trees

less than 3" dbh, and as 10 year radial growth (in 20ths of an

inch) for trees greater than 3" dbh.

The % standard error of the mean as reported by the stand exam

is as follows:

trees per acre 38%
basal area per acre 14%
Cubic ft volume per acre 13%

The maximum acceptable percent standard error according to

Region Six formal stand exam guidelines is 20%. The percent

standard error for basal area per acre and cubic foot volume per

acre for stand 358 are within the regional standard. The large

percent standard error for trees per acre was due to the highly

variable and clumpy nature of the stand.

'In order to meet the regional standard of a maximum standard

error of 20%, 36 plots would have been necessary. (See statistical

analysis worksheet in Appendix 9).

The site index for ponderosa pine is 84 at 100 years (Barrett

1978)and is based on 6 vigorous codominant ponderosa pine.

2) Non-coniferous Vegetation

Elk sedge and pinegrass are the primary understory species,

covering up to 80% of the stand. Idaho fescue, snowberry,

heartleaf arnica, and pinemat manzanita are also present.
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3) Insects and Disease

There is considerable decline and mortality occurring in the

white fir. Since Annosus is present within the stand and there are

many white fir stumps, it would be reasonable to assume that

Annosus is contributing to the death of most of the white fir.

Annosus infection most likely precedes fir engraver infestation.

Eighty percent of the decline and mortality in the white fir within

the stand is a result of Annosus root disease and only 20% a

result of fir engraver beetles (Craig Schmidt, Area pathologist,

and Don Scott, Area Entomologist), although the trees infected with

Annosus would die regardless of beetle attack.

A supplemental exam was conducted to collect information on

annosus root disease and western spruce budworm defoliation for use

with the Prognosis pest extension models. The survey showed that

there are 33 clumps of dead/dying white fir within the 35 acre

stand. Most consist of 1 to 4 red-needled trees in proximity to

each other, but some infected areas covered 1/2 to 1 acre.

Approximately 5.5 acres (17%) of stand 358 contains dead/dying

white fir. White fir of all ages and sizes are being affected by

the Annosus root disease. Mortality is not currently extensive,

but fungus occurance is widespread throughout the stand. The dead

trees inventoried ranged in size from less than 4.5 feet in height

to 30" in diameter.

The Western Root Disease extension to the Prognosis Growth

}4odel33 predicts a 14% decrease (relative to the stand projected

with no further spread of disease) in trees per acre, merchantable
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cubic feet, and MAI. The model also predicts the amount of stand

area in infection centers will increase about 14% per decade and is

predicted to cover approximately 12 acres of this stand within 40

to 50 years if no action is taken. The model suggests that the

quadratic mean diameter of the remaining trees will increase

slightly and the rate of mortality will decrease because there are

fewer trees per acre after root disease mortality. White fir

weakened by the past years of drought, soil compaction, and fungal

infection are very susceptible hosts to both root disease and bark

beetle.

Almost all white fir and Douglas-fir show light levels of

budworm defoliation of the outer branches and upper crown. The

defoiiation occurred over several consecutive years during this

outbreak. While this resulted in little or no direct mortality in

the overstory, topkill of 1 to 2 feet is common, occurring on

nearly 50% of the white fir sampled during the initial stand exam.

At present budworm populations appear to be at a 3 to 4 year low,

but my observations in other areas of the district indicate that

the budworm population may be on the upswing again.

An obvious trend existed in the budworm damage in that there

has been lighter defoliation in the current year's and last year's

needles, very slight defoliation of two-year-old needles, and very

heavy defoliation of the three-year-old needles. This was fairly

consistarit throughout the stand. The Western Spruce Budworm Damage

Model8, an extension to Prognosis, was used to predict future

losses from budworm.
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Indian paint fungus is also present, generally in the large

diameter white fir, but early signs of heart rot decay have also

been seen in white fir as small as 5" dbh. Wounds occurred during

past logging activities have probably contributed to it's spread by

improving conditions for fungal growth within the host trees.

These facts considered along with the suppression experienced by

the understory fir suggests that the indian paint infection rate in

the fir understory may already be high. Thus, there is potential

for many of these small fir to develop active indian paint fungus

infections (heart rot decay) during their lives.

4) Stand Structure and Composition

a) Stand Structure

The current structure of stand 358 (see table 4) is a product

of past entries for selective removals. The stand is uneven-aged,

with trees in many age/size classes present (see figures 1, 3, 5,

and 7). Presently, this mixed conifer stand is dominated by white

fir in the codominant, intermediate, and suppressed crown classes.

A smaller component of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western

larch in the codominant and intermediate crown classes is also

present. There is little regeneration of these seral species

occuring, except for occassional patches of ponderosa pine

seedlings. The remaining overstory consists of a few large

diameter white fir and ponderosa pine. Suppressed and codominant

crown classes contribute the greatest numbers of trees.
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CURRENT STAND STRUCTURE
Table 4 breakdown summary by crown class3

CLASS SPP DBH TPA BA MBF SDI GRW

Mature PP WF 20 6 14 2 18 1.4
Dominant

Immature WF PP 10 86 55 5 86 1.4
Codominant

to Intermed.

Immature WF DF 1-2 646 24 0 31 1-4
Intermed. to
Suppressed

Q}4D is 4.8 inches. Total stand SDI is 228. Large numbers of very
small trees distort QMD and SDI.

,

3Data from 1989 formal stand exam.

4Diameter growth of dominant and codominant to intermediate
trees is in inches per decade. For mature/dominant trees, this
ranged from 0.4 to 2 inches in the last decade.

5Growth for immature intermediate to suppressed trees is in
terms of height growth over the last five years, recorded in tenths
of feet. In this case, leader growth was 1 to 4/ lOths of a foot
for all of the last five years.



FIGURE 1 Total Trees Per Acre by Species
(in 2 inch diameter classes)
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FIGURE 2 Crop Trees Per Acre by Species
(in 2 inch diameter classes)
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FIGURE 3 Total Basal Area Per Acre by Species
(in 2 inch diameter classes)
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FIGURE 4 Crop Tree Basal Area Per Acre by Spp.
(in 2 inch diameter classes)
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FIGURE 5
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Height Distribution

FIGURE 6 by 2" Diameter Classes
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FIGURE 7
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East-side Douglas-fir Stocking Curve
FIGURE

(for managed even-aged stands)
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b) Stand Composition

Only 139 (19%) of 738 trees per acre are larger than 5 inches

in diameter and only 68 (9%) are larger than 9" diameter (see

figure 1). White fir constitutes 80% (110 trees per acre) of all

trees greater than 5 inches in dbh while only 32% (44 per acre) of

all trees per acre greater than 5" dbh are classified as acceptable

or desirable crop trees. Approximately 80% (56 trees per acre) of

trees larger than 9" dbh are classified as acceptable crop trees,

showing that smaller trees were more affected by previous logging

and pest occurrances. White fir is predominant in every size class

except the 25"+, which was dominated by ponderosa pine, although

only one tree per acre in this size class was detected by the stand

exam (figures 1 and 3). Because there are very few large diameter

trees, these will not justify a harvest by themselves. In fact,

many of these should be retained to enhance other forest values,

such as wildlife habitat.

The understory is almost pure white fir seedlings and

saplings. The large number of trees that are less than 5 inches in

diameter, are typically 40-50+ years old (figure 5). As mentioned

previously, many show severe damage from defoliation or physical

injury. Their crowns are small (less than 30% live crown ratio)

and compact, with virtually no leader growth (leader growth ranges

from 1 to 4 tenths of a foot for the last five years). According

to Seidel (1980)(26) and Helms and Standiford (1985)(21), these do not

constitute a manageable understory. Their small crown ratios, slow

height growth, and general lack of vigor give them poor potential
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for improved growth after release. The years spent suppressed in

the understory increases their chance of infection by indian paint

fungus spores30 and leaves them very vulnerable to continued

budworm defoliation. The condition of the understory indicates new

conifer regeneration is needed. Later I will evaluate whether new

regeneration is needed throughout the whole stand or only portions

of it.

c) Implications of Insects and Pathogens on Stand Structure and

Composition

The large proportion of stocking by white fir has serious

implications considering the presence of annosus root disease,

indian paint fungus, and western spruce budworm and the draughty

nature of this site. Many show wounds inflicted during logging,

which has possibly accelerated the spread of indian paint fungus.

Almost half have dead leaders as a result of repeated defoliation

by the western spruce budworm. Although many trees have the

potential of surviving to a greater age and size at the end of the

rotation, risks may be too great to accept. Because losses can be

expected to continue and probably worsen, all of the proposed

alternatives include some degree of stand replacement.

5) Tree Growth and Stand Productivity

Average diameter growth rates calculated by the Region

Six stand exam (only trees 3" dbh or larger) are 1.5 inches per

decade for white fir and 1.3 for all other species, ranging from
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0.7 to 2.9 inches per decade (table 5). Average stand height is

55-60 feet and average live crown ratio is 45-50% (figures 6 and

7). Basal area growth for the total stand is 1.93 sq.ft. per acre

and increases to 2.00 when small trees are excluded (these do not

contribute proportionally to stand growth and pull down the average

growth).

To supplement the increment cores sampled during the initial

stand exam, additional increment cores were obtained for further

analysis from white fir, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa pine over a

range of diameters throughout the stand (table 5). Ponderosa pine

(in the intermediate and codominant crown classes) showed an

average diameter growth of 1.8 inches per decade, Douglas-fir 1.3,

and white fir 1.1 (ranging from 0.6 to 1.5 inches per decade).

In general, the ponderosa pine appear to either have been

released after a past harvest or to never have been noticeably

suppressed. Most of the pine have been growing well for

approximately the last 15 years. The Douglas-fir show some signs

of having been released slightly after the last harvest, but not

nearly as well as the ponderosa pine. Douglas-fir have also

experienced a significant decline in diameter growth over the last

5 years. They have topkill due to budworm, but are generally less

damaged (and more vigorous) than the white fir.

White fir varied in their response to past harvests. Larger

white fir were apparently able to respond with increased growth,

while smaller trees showed no effect. Though many white fir are

growing at an acceptable rate, most trees less than 5" dbh are
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losing vigor. White fir also showed reduced diameter growth over

the past 5 years. This can be attributed to the combined effects

of defoliation by western spruce budworm, annosus root disease, and

drought. Many of the western larch have been growing slowly for a

long time, apparently never released by the occasional harvests.

Table 5

Diameter Growth Rates
(in inches! decade)

Species Size class Average stand Crop tre
growth

j

growth

PP 39" 3fl

9-13" 1.4" 1.8"
13-17" .8"
17+ .5"

WF 5-9" 1.2"
9-13" 1.4"
13-17" 1.4"
17+ 2"

DF 3-5" .3"
5-9" 1.7" 1.3"
9-13" 1.2"
13-17" 2.1"

The stand exam calculated an annual production of 44 ft3 per

acre. Since a significant portion of this stand is occupied by

skid trails or affected by pests, I estimate that the potential

productivity is higher. That would indicate that this site is more

productive than a typical CWG1-11 site (pinegrass/mixed

conifer/residual soil) for which Hall estimated a productivity of

6From Region Six stand exam data.

7From supplemental exam.
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43 ft3 per acre per year.(2) This hypothesis suggests that the

productivity may be closer to that of a CWG1-12 plant association

(pinegrass/mixed conifer/ash soil) for which Hall estimated a

productivity of 53 ft3 per acre per year. Also, the site index of

84 for ponderosa pine is higher than the estimated site index for

ponderosa pine for both CWG1-11 and CWG1-12 sites. Classification

as a CWG1-11 plant association was based largely on the vegetation

present, vegetation which used to occupy this site, and soil

condition.

When the current stand of 139 trees per acre at a QMD of 10.6"

(only including trees > 5" dbh) is plotted on an east-side Douglas-

fir growth curve as in figure 8 (29), this stand falls below the

curve of recommended minimum stocking. I attribute this to the

numerous areas that are unstocked due to skid trails or disease and

insect mortality. The area stocked in this stand cannot be

increased until the problems are ameliorated.

6) Evaluation of the Manageable Stand Component

Because seedlings constitute a large proportion of the stand's

stocking, when included in the calculations for the stand, these

trees obscure the figures that would describe the portion of the

stand that might be manageable. Also, seedling stocking was highly

variable, with many plots having no stocking while others had

excess. To obtain figures on the portion of the stand that might

be manageable, I excluded data for all trees under 5 inches in

diameter and reprocessed the stand exam data. The 5" dbh break off
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between fixed plot and variable plot data used in the exam was also

a practical place to split the data because trees less than 5" dbh

had live crown ratios less than 30% and minimal growth while trees

greater than 5" dbh generally had live crown ratios of 45% or

better (figure 6) and acceptable diameter growth rates.

The quadratic mean diameter for the entire stand is 4.8 inches

and the average total stand age is 90 years. When the exam is

reprocessed without data for trees less than 5" in diameter, the

quadratic mean diameter for trees greater than 5" dbh is 10.6" and

the mean stand age is 100 years. The age of potential crop trees

(mostly white fir and ponderosa pine greater than 5" dbh) is 70

years. Alternatives were analyzed using stand age 70 since it is

most'representative of the potentially manageable portion of the

stand.

In order to obtain specific information on the stand

components suitable for management, a second, more intensive exam

was performed. Variable radius plots using a 20 basal area factor

prism were taken at the rate of 1 plot every 2 acres. This yielded

a stand composition summary slightly different from that of the

formal stand exam, but which essentially supports the same

conclusions.

I considered a crop tree to be one which was free from serious

damage or defect, had a live crown ratio of at least 30%, and a

radial growth rate of at least 1.2 inches per decade, for trees

greater than 3" dbh. For trees less than 3" dbh, height growth

must be at least 4" per year. Although the Region Six stand exam
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classified no tree smaller than 5" dbh as an acceptable crop tree,

significant component of acceptable advanced regeneration was

observed in the second exam. A number of healthy, vigorous

ponderosa pine seedlings are scattered through the stand. They

tend to occur in clumps along the edges of skid trails and

landings, but are not distributed uniformly throughout the stand.

These generally have good leader growth (approximately 4" per

year), live crown ratios greater than 40%, and no serious defect or

disease.

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of the total basal area

per acre and the distribution of the potential crop tree basal

area. Table 6 presents a comparison between the two. Figures 3

and 4 illustrate the distribution of all trees per acre and the

distribution of the crop trees per acre. Table 7 shows a

comparison of total versus crop trees per acre.



Table 6 Total vs. Crop Tree Basal Area Per Acre

Species dbh Stand avg.3 Crop trees9

PP 1 3.6

DF 5 - 8.9" 1

WF 13

15 3.6

Pp 7 6.4

DF 9 - 16.9?! 2 1.4

WF 32

41 7.8

pp 13

DF 17"+ 1

13

27

TOTAL 83 11.4

8Data are from Region Six stand exam.

9Data are from second, intensive exam.
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Table 7 Total vs. Crop Trees per Acre

Species
[

Stand avg8
}

Crop trees9

WF 450

550 45

PP 10 13

DF 3-4.9" 10 5

WF 20

40 18

PP 3 16

DF 5-8.9"
WF 62

65 16

PP 11 8

DF 9-16.9" 3 2

WF 43

57 10

PP 5

DF 17" + 0

WF 5

10

TOTAL 722 89
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D) FUEL MANAGEMENT

A Region Six fuels inventory was performed on ten randomly

located plots within stand 358. The stand exam fuels inventory

program indicates that stand 358 has a fuel loading of 17.6 tons

per acre. The following is a breakdown by fuel size:

Table 8

sampling plane fuel size (inches) tons per acre

6' 0.0 0.9 0.89

16' 1.0 2.9 3.90

70' 3.0+ (sound) 7.70

70' 3.0+ (rotten) 5.20
j

The average duff depth is 0.7 inches, and is nonexistant in

many places. Fuels are very light and discontinuous. Debris and

duff levels within the stand present no concern except where so

deficient that the soil has little protection against wind erosion.

The proposed Forest Plan requires that average fuel levels

within an area be kept to fuel model 11 levels3 or lower. This

means that on average across an area, fine fuels (less than 3" in

diameter) must be less than 12 tons per acre. Present fuel loads

in stand 358 are well below this10. If a regeneration harvest were

to be prescribed now, 20 to 25 tons per acre of slash would be

created, and because of the small size of trees that would be cut,

most of this would be in fine fuels which break down quickly. Much

10This was confirmed by Louann Charbonnier, district fuels
technician.
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of the surrounding area is either thinned stand with no debris

'present or old growth/wildlife management areas where no cutting is

permitted, and so it would be allowable for slash levels to exceed

fuel model 1]. levels within the stand because average levels across

the area would be low. Another consideration is that the ripping

will probably require slash to be piled where accumulations are

heavy. Slash treatment will be contingent upon whether or not

subsoiling is planned and how much area will be subsoiled. Slash

continuity across the stand will be broken by skid trails, reducing

wildfire hazard should the fuels be left untreated.

Subsequent thinnings are expected to be far enough in the

future that sufficient breakdown of slash will have occurred and no

need'for slash treatment is anticipated within the time frame of

this prescripton.

Smoke from any slash burning will be negligible so the

proximity to the class I airshed of the Strawberry Mountain

Wilderness is not significant.

E) WILDLIFE

This stand is currently classified as forage area (it does not

meet guidelines for hiding or thermal cover), so the type of

harvest chosen for this stand will not effect the forage/cover

ratios in the area. This stand is in big game summer range and is

commonly used by mule deer and elk. Although evidence of deer beds

was seen in dense clumps of pole-size timber, this type of cover is

plentiful in the area and not a management concern.
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No nests of protected bird species were discovered. This

stand has not been identified as containing threatened or

endangered species. Aside from the forest mandate to provide snags

and down woody debris24, there are no special management criteria

pertaining to wildlife for this stand.

Numbers of snags and replacement snags are low in this stand.

At least one hard snag and one green replacement tree must be left

per acre to ensure adequate snag habitat throughout the rotation to

'24'support 40% of the potential populations of excavator species.

Where snags are currently deficient, additional green replacement

trees will be retained.

There is very little down woody debris throughout the stand.

To provide this type of habitat, at least 2 pieces of down woody

debris per acre must be maintained to meet the recommended

minimum.24 Each log must be a minimum of 12 feet long and 10

inches in diameter.

There is very little porcupine damage in this stand or in

adjacent stands, so significant damage from porcupines in the

future is not anticipated in this stand.

Evidence of gophers was observed within the stand during the

exam. After harvest, prior to planting, a survey should be

conducted to determine the level of gopher activity. If 20% of the

survey plots show gopher activity, the stand will be baited.

There is also a possibility of damage to seedlings from deer,

cattle, and rabbits. The need for protecting these trees with

vexar netting will be determined during the survival surveys.
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F) RANGE

This stand is within the Rockingchair allotment, but logging

and associated activities will have no effect on range use.

IV. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

There are no cultural resource sites or threatened or

endangered plants identified within stand 358. There are no

special use permits or mining claims within the stand. It contains

no developed recreation opportunites. It is in the viewshed of the

Strawberry Mountain Wilderness Area, but is not visable from it.

V. FUTURE STAND WITHOUT TREATMENT

Without treatment, I predict further decreases in stand growth

and productivity will occur. As a result of persistent soil

compaction and insect and disease infestation, the clumpy nature of

the stand will persist. Trees in clumps will experience

competition, resulting in decreased vigor and increased

susceptibility to pests, while the unstocked areas will remain that

way.

Within the mature component of the stand, white fir will lose

even more volume to indian paint fungus, and increasing numbers

will be attacked by annosus root disease and fir engraver beetles.
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The mid-stories will also suffer further growth and mortality

losses due to the same pests. As root disease centers expand,

stand stocking will become more irregular. Western spruce budworm

will continue to threaten both white fir and Douglas-fir,

especially if an outbreak occurs soon. The high proportion of

susceptible species and the multi-layered canopy exacerbates this

threat. Unthinned clumps of pole-sized ponderosa pine may become

targets for attack by western pine beetle as they stagnate.

As individual trees die out, growth of other individuals may

increase, but as a whole, decreased stand growth is anticipated.

With the exception of scattered ponderosa pine seedlings which

have established since the last harvest (and hence are not

damaged), the regeneration, which is predominantly white fir, will

remain suppressed in the understory. Even where canopy openings

might occur, it is questionable whether their age and crown ratio

will permit them to release.

The extensive compaction and heavy elk sedge and pine grass

ground cover indicate poor prospects for further natural

regeneration, except where a favorable microsite might be created

by natural events. Although the soil condition will not worsen

with the possible exception of slight erosion over time, neither

will it improve as the natural rate of repair in this climate is

very slow.

There will be no significant affect on wildlife. Snags, down

woody debris, and forage will slowly increase over time as tree

mortality occurs.
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VI. MANAGEMENT DIRECTION

The management direction for this stand is found in the

Malheur National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan.24 The

stand, within the Wayrot timber sale planning area, is in

Management Area 14, an area with the primary concern of maintaining

or enhancing scenic quality along visual corridors and viewsheds.

This includes areas where the traveling public has high to medium

sensitivity to scenery.

Stand 358 falls within the middleground of the scenic viewshed

of the Strawberry Mountain Wilderness Loop trail, a sensitivity

level 1 area, and Forest Service road 16, a visual corridor.

Except where superceded by management area 14 standards, viewshed

areas are to be managed according to forest-wide management

direction for general forest land.

This stand is not visable from the Wilderness Loop trail, nor

from the 16 road. Therefore, the stand is considered general

forest for treatment purposes and the visual quality objective

which applies is maximum modification. On lands allocated to

general forest, emphasis is on timber production in conjunction

with other multiple uses, such as forage and recreation.
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Requirements from the Malheur Forest Plan24

1) If slash disposal is by burning, best available technology

must be used to minimize the impact on the class 1 airshed of the

Strawberry Mountain Wilderness.

2) Supply dead and down trees to maintain 40% of potential

populations of primary excavator species throughout the rotation.

This will entail leaving green replacement trees to ensure habitat

for cavity-nesters will be available throughout the rotation. At

least 2 down, sound logs per acre will be maintained for wildlife

habitat and long-term site productivity. Minimum size for these

logs is 10 inches in diameter and 12 feet in length.

3) Stand must be able to be adequately stocked within 5 years

after a regeneration harvest.

4) Total acreage of detrimental soil conditions shall not exceed

20% of the area. Since more than 20% of stand 358 was

detrimentally compacted during past activities, the goal will be to

restore the stand to a condition meeting this constraint.

5) Protect all discovered cultural resource sites and threatened

and endangered species.
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6) The visual quality standard for this stand is maximum

fnodification.

7) Manage residue profiles at a level that will minimize the

potential of high intensity wildfires. The management area cannot

exceed fuel levels identified in fuel model

8) Regeneration harvest will occur no sooner than 95% culmination

of mean annual increment. Reasons of salvage, sanitation, and

stand improvement are exceptions.

9) Any management activity undertaken must be economically

feasible over the long run. The forest goal is to provide an

economiC return.
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VII. SPECIAL CONCERNS

1) Planting is needed to achieve dominance of ponderosa pine or

species other than white fir in the regeneration. Subsequent

control of white fir may be required through precornmercial

thinning. Open shelterwood harvests are recommended to regenerate

these mixed conifer plant associations.29

2) White fir left as residual trees are at risk tc wounding

during harvest or thinning operations. This could activate decay.

Minimize wounding to residual trees during rnanagemnt ct.ivities.

3) If a partial removal is prescribed, these residuals would

probably benefit from spacing control to impro're thei: growth and

decrease their susceptibility to pests.

4) If no regeneration harvest is done at this time, other

possibilities for minimizing further spread of fungal pathogens

include identifying annosus root rot infection centers needing

special treatment, removing infected trees, girdling indian paint

fungus infected trees, and preventing wounding to inhibit spread of

fungus.

5) In areas where soil depth is too shallow to successfully

plant, residual overstory trees should he lft o increas the

probability that natural regeneration will üccur.
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VIII. OPPORTUNITIES AND SILVICULTURAL OBJECTIVES

A. OPPORTUNITIES

1) Change species composition to a more economically valuable and

pest-resistant species mixture.

2) Improve potential soil productivity. Assess whether

subsoiling is effective in improving tree growth and seedling

survival, even on poor sites or in stands with substantial areas of

rocky or shallow soil.

3) 'Salvage potential losses to insect, pest, drought, and

competition.

4) Increase the stand's potential productivity (periodic or

current annual increment) by creating a better stocked, managed

stand.

5) Eliminate or reduce the incidence of Annosus root disease, fir

engraver, indian paint fungus, and western spruce budworm.
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B. SILVICULTURAL OBJECTIVES

1) Maintain and improve soil productivity11: attempt to meet

constraint of no more than 20% of stand area in state of

unacceptable soil productivity potential.

-retain as much duff and woody debris throughout the

stand as possible to minimize surface erosion hazard,

except where this conflicts with site preparation or

planting.

-leave unmerchantable logs scattered within the stand.

-use designated skid trails to prevent further compaction

and soil disturbance.

-alleviate current condition of compaction by subsoiling

prior to planting where feasible.

2) Minimize growth loss and mortality due to indian paint fungus,

annosus root rot, fir engraver, western spruce budworm, and

miscellaneous pests affecting this stand. This essentially means

minimizing the white fir component of the stand.

11This was identified as an important goal by the district
interdisciplinary team in the scoping meeting for the Environmental
Analysis Report.
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3) change species compostion to a mix more suitable to the site

and other conditions--increase proportion of drought and disease-

resistant species, such as ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western

larch.

4) Improve stand growth and vigor--either through management of

existing stand or through stand replacement. Stand stocking will

be maintained within the recommended stocking levels for this site

and species, as presented in stocking level curves.35 (Treatment

alternatives are graphed on stocking level curves for ponderosa

pine site III and IV in figures 9, 10, and 11).
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IX. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Each alternative was evaluated against criteria that were

derived from the special concerns and silvicultural objectives for

managing this stand. Each criterion is weighted according to it's

relative importance in stand treatment at this time. Criteria

which have a higher weight are considered to be priority objectives

for this stand. The criteria which have relatively lower weights

are important also, but are not considered as urgent.

Each alternative was scored as to how well it satisfied each

criteria. This score was multiplied by the criterion's weight,

then these weighted scores were summed. The total score indicates

the relative suitability of each alternative as a stand treatment

at this time.

Criterion 1: Reduce losses to insects and disease [weight = 10]

This criteria evaluates the potential of each alternative to

reduce growth and mortality losses to insect and disease. The

alternative with the lowest potential loss is assigned a rank of 10

and the other alternatives are ranked proportionately lower. This

criterion is considered very important because without reducing

losses to pests already present, it will be difficult to achieve

other objectives.
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Criterion 2: Improve soil productivity potential [weight = 10 3

This criterion addresses the extent to which each alternative

improves the productivity potential of the site. At this time

relief of soil compaction is most urgent. Also to be considered;

how much woody debris will the alternative allow to be left on

site. This criterion is extremely important because it affects the

long-term productivity of the site.12 The alternative which

presents the greatest opportunities for improving the soil

productivity potential of the site was scored the highest, with

others ranked proportionately lower. A score of 10 implies the

best possible conditions are met for restoring soil productivity.

Criterion 3: Economic Feasibility [weight = 8]

The alternative with the greatest present net worth was scored

a 10, and other alternatives ranked proportionally. This criterion

is not considered as important as criteria 1 and 2 for immediate

treatment of the existing stand. Without improving soil

productivity and decreasing pest losses, PNW for any stand

treatment in the future will be less than it's potential.

Also, projecting stand growth with some of the alternatives

was difficult, so the future volume for Alternative 2 were

calculated by hand based on current stand growth.

'2Maintenance of long-term site producitivity is mandated by
the National Forest Management Act.
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Criterion 4: Production of useable wood products [weight = 8]

The estimated merchantable volume produced by each alternative

will be compared on a cubic foot per acre per year basis. The

alternatives are compared at a reference point of a 17" QMD. The

alternative with the greatest mean annual increment was scored 10,

with others ranked proportionately. For treatment of the existing

stand, this criterion is moderately important for the same reasons

discussed under criterion 3.

Criterion 5: Decrease risk to future stand [weight = 4]

The species composition and stand structure produced by each

alternative will be evaluated for how well it can be expected to

protect the stand against drought, pest, or environmental problems

which may occur throughout the stand rotation. Alternatives which

will produce a stand considered to have the lowest risk will be

scored highest, with others ranked proportionately lower. A score

of 10 would imply the best possible conditions are created to

minimize risk in the future.

This criterion is low to moderately important. It's purpose

is to evaluate stand risks that are not strongly tied to density.

Examples of these are defoliator outbreaks, prolonged drought, and

wildfire.
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X. TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

A variety of alternatives were initially considered, ranging

from commercial thinning and underplanting to clearcut. Once the

extent of pest and soil compaction problems became clear, it was no

longer considered an option to do nothing. Furthermore, uneven-age

management was not considered for this same reason. My evaluation

of the stand indicated that some degree or type of regeneration was

needed. These alternatives discuss three means of achieving a new

conifer stand.

For all precommercial thinnings, I determined the time for

thinning by the increase in mortality in Prognosis and when the

plotted stocking level approached the curve of recommended maximum

stocking on the Ponderosa pine stocking level curves (figures 9,

10, and 11). Thinning density was selected so that the stand would

not need treatment for at least 20 years, or until the stand

reached a commercial size.

Residual basal area for all commercial thinnings was based on

my assumption that the next harvest would be the final removal. I

selected a basal area of residual stocking that would maintain

stand density within recommended levels until able to be harvested

as sawlogs (a minimum diameter of approximtely 17" dbh, a Forest

guideline).
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Alternative 1 Shelterwood

Leave a basal area of 30 square feet, selecting ponderosa

pine, western larch, and Douglas-fir where available. Trees

selected as shelter trees must be free from any serious damage or

disease, especially dwarf mistletoe. Stand will be ripped and then

planted to a 50-25-25 mix of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and

western larch. Predicted stocking after 10 years is 280 planted

trees per acre. Some natural regeneration of ponderosa pine, white

fir, western larch, Douglas-fir, and lodgepole pine is also

expected. After seedlings are established, the shelterwood will be

removed (year 2,000). The stand will be precornmercially thinned

from below at age 20 (year 2010) and again at age 40 (year 2030) to

150 trees per acre. A commercial thin from below to a basal area

of 80 ft2 will be done at age 70 (year 2060).

This regimen is plotted on a ponderosa pine stocking level

curve (35) in figure 9. It illustrates that the growth estimates of

prognosis are consistent with regional stocking level curves. This

stand of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch was thinned

to a relatively high density according to the pine curve because it

is actually a mixed conifer site. Although it is currently growing

predominantly ponderosa pine for economic reasons, I feel that this

site is capable of carrying this mixed conifer stand at slightly

higher densities than indicated on the pine curve.

The objective of this alternative is to regenerate the stand

and ensure ponderosa pine as a large component of the future

stand. This alternative would have the following benefits:
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1) selected overstory trees remain to gain more volume before being

-harvested, 2) the most serious existing pest problems would be

eliminated, 3) snags and green replacement trees would be provided

for cavity nesters, 4) species composition would be converted to a

healthier mix through planting, and 5) the shelter trees would

provide some degree of protection to the established replacement

stand from the high summer temperatures.

The open stocking of residual overstory trees, in conjunction

with planting ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and western larch will

help ensure regeneration of ponderosa pine on this mixed conifer

site. Planting will also help the regeneration achieve dominance

over the pinegrass and elk sedge which exists throughout the stand.

'After harvest, the stand will be ripped to alleviate

compaction. This will improve growth of the residual stand and

increase seedling survival.3

This alternative will improve long-term productivity and

economic returns. Selecting a mix of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir,

western larch, lodgepole pine, and white fir to be retained as

shelter trees will also help the stand to resist future pest

outbreaks by adding species diversity.

Alternative 2 Regeneration Cut / Protect Reserve Trees

Under this alternative the stand would have a regeneration

harvest in 1989 in which disease-free crop trees (ponderosa pine,

western larch, Douglas-fir) will be protected as reserve trees

during treatment. No specific diameter distribution, basal area,
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or spacing has been defined for reserve trees because stocking of

advanced regeneration after harvest is expected to be highly

,ariable, relying on the distribution of existing trees which meet

these criteria. However, I derived an estimate of residual

stocking from the second stand exam data (table 15). Reserve tree

spacing will not be rigid, but on the average should conform to

recommended guidelines presented in appropriate stocking level

curves.(35 After treatment, portions of the stand will have been

essentially clearcut, while other areas will be left with varying

degrees and types of advanced regeneration stocking. This

regeneration harvest with protected reserve trees will take

advantage of growth already accumulated by these trees.

After harvest, the stand will be ripped and planted to a

ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir/western larch species mix. Predicted

stockinq of artificial regeneration after 10 years is 240 trees per

acre. Some white fir, western larch, Douglas-fir, and lodgepole

pine natural regeneration are anticipated after site preparation.

There will be a precommercial thinning from below at age 20

(year 2010) to 220 trees per acre (consisting of approximately 70

residual trees and 150 planted trees) and another precommercial

thinning from below at age 40 (year 2030) to 150 trees per acre.

The stand will receive a commercial thinning from below at age 60

(year 2050) to 50 trees per acre. This alternative is plotted on

a ponderosa pine stocking level curve in figure 10.

This alternative has a high potential for eliminating pests
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from the stand because there is no necessity to retain infected

trees in order to stock the stand with a certain number of residual

trees. The main goal is to carry over into the next generation as

many desirable crop trees as possible.

Alternative 3 Clearcut

Under this alternative the stand would be clearcut in 1989.

The stand will be ripped and planted to a ponderosa pine/Douglas-

fir/western larch species mix resulting in an estimated 350 planted

trees per acre after 10 years. Some natural stocking of ponderosa

pine, western larch, white fir, Douglas-fir, and lodgepole pine is

also anticipated.

'The stand will be precommercially thinned from below at age 20

(year 2010) to 300 trees per acre and again at age 50 (year 2040)

to 150 trees per acre. A commercial thinning from below wi'll be

performed at age 70 (year 2060) to 80 ft2 basal area. This regimen

is plotted on a stocking level curve in figure 11.

This alternative provides the opportunity to eliminate or

severely reduce previously existing insect, disease, or site

condition problems and start with a "clean slate."
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XI. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

I chose stand age 100 as the common reference point for the

end of analysis for comparing alternatives. This age was chosen

because the is the age at which all alternatives are past the

minimum QMD for sawlogs of 17 inches (Forest guideline). All

present net worth (PNW) sums and volumes include the yield from the

harvest of the initial stand. This was done because each

alternative involved different degrees of harvest of the initial

stand at different times, which had a definite effect on the growth

and stocking of the regeneration. Therefore, it would be difficult

to separate the effects of the harvest of the existing stand on the

growth and revenues from the regenerated stand.

Evaluation of Alternative 1

Prognosis growth model was used to simulate the shelterwood

cut which left 20 residual overstory trees per acre (45% pine,

40% white fir, and 15% Douglas-fir)'3 with a quadratic mean

diameter of 16.5 inches. The stand was then planted and grown

according to the description of Alternative 1. While

preservation of wildlife trees would be stipulated in the actual

prescription, no wildlife trees were retained in Prognosis

simulations because their presence would distort the stand

13Prognosis thinned primarily by diameter from below, but tree
quality class class was also considered. The trees retained (or
cut last) are those rated the best in the stand by the Region Six
stand exam.



quadratic mean diameter and volume figures.

Prognosis showed that there was virtually no difference (1

to 2%) in merchantable board foot and cubic foot production per

acre when the effects of the root disease and bark beetle were

incorporated. This is as expected because the first harvest

would remove essentially all trees (white fir) susceptable to

Annosus root disease and fir engraver beetle.

The budworrrt damage model also indicated that budworm would

have little to no effect on the residual or future stand.

This alternative effectively meets criterion 1 because it

either eliminates pests or reduces them to endemic levels. This

would reduce growth and mortality losses from the most serious

pests currently affecting the stand. Residual overstory trees

that are budworm hosts or infected with mistletoe could spread

insects or mistletoe down onto the regeneration, but species

diversity would render an outbreak unlikely. Large white fir

stumps created by the harvest will be new sources of infection

for the Annosus fungus, but since the replacement stand will be

comprised largely of resistant species, this is not considered a

probl em.

Escore for criterion 1 = 8 ]

Alternative 1 also offers the opportunity for fairly

extensive ripping of the stand. Only 20 overstory trees will

remain after the initial harvest. This is low enough stocking

that a winged ripper could make several passes between them

allowing a great amount of ripping to be done. This alternative



will enable moderate soil productivity enhancement in terms of

debris contribution.

fscore for criterion 2 9 ]

The economic feasibility for all alternatives in summarzied

in table 9 (economic analysis is in Appendix 8).

Table 9

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

Present Net
Worth

$ 6,979 / acre $ 9,663/ acre $ 6,939 / acre

[score for criterion 3 = 7]

Table 10 contains a breakdown of the estimates of what this

alternative would produce in merchantable wood. Table 11 is a

summary of the annual productivity of all alternatives.

Table 10

Year Activity Merchantable Merchantable
cu.ft./acre mbf/acre

1989 first harvest 874 3.622

2000 final removal
of shelterwood 1143 5.476

2060 commercial
thin 550 1.670

2090 end of
analysis 3861 15.799
QMD = 17"

TOTAL 6428 26.567



Table 11

Annual
Productivity

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

ft3/acre/year 64.86 76.4 56.5
mbf/acre/year .26 .32 .26

[score for criterion 4 8 ]

This shelterwood creates an even-aged, mixed species stand.

With the thinnings prescribed, problems related to high density,

such as western pine beetle outbreaks, will be avoided. This

alternative has the potential to enhance species diversity if a

variety of overstory shelter trees are left. Scarification by

ripping will encourage natural regeneration from these and

adjacent forest. Species richness will be maintained during

thinning treatments if desired. Thinning can also be used to

select for pest-resistance. The presence of a mix of species

will help control or prevent problems caused by host-specific

pests because it is more difficult for pests to locate the next

host tree.

Canopy structure can either contribute to or prevent pest

problems. A single-storied stand, such as one created by this

alternative, is better protected against pests which move down

through a canopy, such as mistletoe and budworm. However, the

entire stand will be at the same age and approximate size,

leaving it vulnerable to total destruction by fire, insects, or

diseases, which may specifically affect trees of a certain age or

size.
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Another point to consider (common to all alternatives) is

that in changing the species composition to the more drought-

tolerant pine/fir/larch mix from the previous white fir-dominated

composition, the stand will be better able to withstand adverse

conditions, such as prolonged drought, with less detrimental

effects. This alternative and alternative 3 are nearly identical

concerning risk to future stand within the time frame of this

prescription.

Escore for criterion 5 9 ]

Evaluation of Alternative 2

'This treatment was very difficult to project with Prognosis

using the original stand data, partly because of limitations in

program thinning options, and partly because adequate crop tree

data were not collected in the Region Six stand exam. A

description of the method I used to project stand growth under

this alternative is in Appendix 7.

Instead, I used the residual crop tree data from the second

exam and calculated crop tree diameter in 100 years (the residual

trees would have a QMD of approximately 23", and the planted

trees 17 "). The calculations for current QMD, future diameter,

future volume, and the assumptions on which the calculations are

based, are in Appendix 7.

Even though the means of projecting stand growth for this
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alternative is not entirely consistent with the other

alternatives, the growth rates and volume tables I used are the

same as those in Prognosis, so consistent comparisons can be made

among alternatives.

This regeneration harvest with reserve trees will eliminate

the most serious pest problems by virtually eliminating the white

fir population. If there are many Douglas-fir remaining from the

existing stand, there might be some residual problems with

budworm because the uneven canopy encourages spread of these

insects down onto the regeneration. White fir stumps will be

infection points for root disease but this will be

inconsequential because the replacement stand will contain few

host trees.

[score criterion 1 9 ]

Residual stocking of trees will still allow enough room

between trees for a ripper to operate among them. As in the

shelterwood Alternative 1, the areas least likely to have

residual trees, such as skid trails, are the areas most likely to

be severely compacted, so the trees will not present a major

obstacle to effective ripping of these areas. Some root damage

may occur to residual trees, but planting will provide extra

stocking to compensate for trees lost. This alternative, like

the shelterwood, will permit less extensive ripping of the stand

than Alternative 3 (a complete clearcut with no reserve trees),

but it will allow more woody debris to be left on the site.

[score for criterion 2 8 3
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The economic feasibility of all alternatives are compared in

table 9.

tscore for criterion 3 = 10 ]

Table 12 contains a breakdown of the estimated production of

this alternative. Annual productivity of all alternatives are

compared in table 11.

Table 12

Year Activity Merchantable Merchantable
cu.ft./acre mbf /acre

1989 initial
harvest 1639 7.425

2049 commercial
thin 1319 4.445

2089 end of
analysis 4678 20.47

QMD = 17"

TOTAL 7636 32.34

[score for criterion 4 10 ]

Risks are greater in some respects for this alternative than

in the others because the treatment will create a multi-layered

canopy conducive to spreading certain pests onto the replacement

stand. Also, insects or pests not currently considered problems

may be carried over into the future stand, especially if host

species are planted. These situations will not be serious since

intermediate stand treatments will maintain stand vigor enabling

trees to withstand pests attacks.

Species diversity will be less than in Alternative 1, but

still varied enough to be beneficial. The range of tree sizes in



this stand will decrease susceptibility to events which affect a

specific size class in particular. For example, if a wildfire

occurred, the larger trees might survive leaving the stand at

least partially stocked, while an even-sized stand might be

entirely destroyed.

[score for criterion 5 9 ]

Evaluation of Alternative 3

The simulation of a complete regeneration of the stand was

made using a bare ground projection in Prognosis. As in other

alternatives, no snags or replacements were retained in the

Progfiosis simulations because these would distort the figures for

volume and QMD of the stand.

This alternative will eliminate losses from insects and

disease present in the existing stand and will also replace the

current stand with non-host or resistant species, similar to

Alternatives 1 and 2.

[score for criterion 1 = 10 ]

Since virtually all trees will be removed at one time, this

alternative provides the opportunity to rip all areas needing

soil repair. Although it would be necessary to perform the

greatest degree of slash clean up, the identified priority on

this site is to relieve the soil compaction to improve long-term

site productivity. After the soil condition is restored, it

should become a priority of future treatments (intermediate
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thinnings and harvests) to leave slash on the site. [score for

criterion 2 = 9 ]

The economic feasibility of this alternative is compared to

the other alternatives in table 9.

[score for criterion 3 7 ]

Below is the estimated production of Alternative 3. Table

11 shows a comparison of annual production among alternatives.

Table 13

Year Activity Merchantable Merchantable
cu.ft./ acre mbf / acre

1989 initial
harvest 1711 7.7841

2060 commercial
thin 711 2.099

2070 end of
analysis 3233 16.10
QMD = 17"

TOTAL 5655 25.98

[rank alternative for criterion 4 = 7 ]

Since there will be no remaining overstory, the prospects

for gaining species diversity are low. Aside from this, the risk

for the future stand will be identical to the situation discussed

under Alternative 1 (shelterwood).

[score for criterion 5 = 8 ]
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XII. SELECTION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Table 14

Alternatives Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
Shelterwood Clearcut with Clearcut

Criteria reserve trees

1) reduce pest score = 8 score = 9 score =10
losses total SO total 90 total 100
weight = 10

2)improve soil score 9 score = 8 score = 9
productivity total = 90 total = 80 total = 90
weight 10

3) economic score = 7 score = 10 score = 7

feasibility total = 56 total = 80 total = 56
weight = 8

4) Merch. wood score = 8 score = 10 score = 7

produced total = 64 total = SO total = 56
weight = 8

5) decrease score = 9 score = 9 score = S
future risk total = 36 total = 36 total = 32
weight = 4

TOTAL WEIGHTED 326 366 334
SCORE

I selected Alternative 2 as the preferred alternative for

treating Wayrot stand 358.

This alternative (regeneration harvest with reserve trees /

rip I plant / PCT I CT) offers more assurance of relieving pest

problems (criterion 1) than alternative 1 (shelterwood) because

there are no specific requirements for residual stocking and a

complete sanitation is possible. The opportunity to restore soil

productivity (criterion 2) is slightly lower than for Alternative

1 because there would be more stems per acre as residual so less

area would be available for ripping. The risk level (criterion
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5) for the future stand is identical between alternatives 1 and

2. Alternative 3 (clearcut) scored high on improving pest and

soil conditions because it was a total stand replacement. One

additional consideration not examined under the previous

evaluation is the potential damage that could be incurred by the

understory when the shelterwood is removed in Alternative 1.

The greatest separation between alternatives is in economic

feasibility and erchantab1e wood production. While all

alternatives are economically feasible, Alternative 2 has the

largest revenue overe the 100 year rotation. Alternative 2 is

also estimated to produce the greatest amount of merchantable

wood. Unlike Alternatives 1 and 3, Alternative 2 retained some

crop trees from the initial stand which had already accumulated a

"head-start" in volume, allowing them to increase in size and

value before being harvested. Although the methods used to

project growth were not the same for all three alternatives, they

were based on similar growth rates and volume tables, providing a

realistic basis for comparison. As noted earlier, a description

of the method used to project stand growth for Alternative 2 is

in Appendix 7.



XIII. OPERATIONAL PRESCRIPTION

1988 YR -1

Layout

Implementation Unit boundary will be marked with yellow

flagging and blue partial removal tags. Skid trails will be

designated by sale administrator prior to marking in an

effort to minimize damage to reserve trees and prevent

further soil compaction in areas that will not be ripped.

1988 YR -1

Marking

'Objective Tree Marking.

Implementation The unit will be reserve-tree marked with

orange paint at 4.5 feet and below 1 foot on bole.

a) Snags

To meet requirements for cavity nesting habitat, one

hard snag and one green snag-replacement will be left

per acre. A total of 35 trees each should be left in

the stand. Species preference will be (in descending

order) ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, western larch,

lodgepole pine, and white fir. Trees left for snags

should be free from mistletoe and root disease and must

be in a condition such that they will stand at
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least 100 years. Trees selected as green replacement

trees should be capable of tanding 150 to 200 years

and free of mistletoe or root disease.

b) Advanced regeneration

Vigorous advanced regeneration (less than 70 years

old), with no defect, disease, serious insect damage,

or mistletoe should be marked for retention.

Indicators used by the marking crew for assessing vigor

will be live crown ratio greater than 40%, good crown

form, and good height growth (greater than 4 inches per

year). Stocking should not exceed the recommended'4

levels on the average (below), but can vary in order to

take advantage of desirable advanced regeneration.

Recommended minimum spacing

dbh spacing
5 12x12

10 16 x 16
15 27 x 27
20 30 x 30

Species preference for retention will be ponderosa

pine, western larch, Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, white fir,

in descending order. A diversity of species should be

retained where possible but the h±ghet priority is placed

14From Region Six Silviculture Handbook stocking vel curves
for ponderosa pine site III and IV or better (SI 71+)'.
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on eliminating all trees with disease, mistletoe, or damage.

Where desirable trees are too dense, thinning should be

from below to leave the best, largest trees. Where thinning

must be done, consider leaving residual trees where ripping

is not possible or is not needed and remove trees where

ripping is both needed and possible. Only trees down to 4"

dbh will be marked.

The distribution of residual trees is expected to be:

Table 15

Size class trees/acre avg. dbh composition

< 5" 42 1" 90% PP

5 8 9" 5 5" 90% Pp

9 16.9" 11 12" 90% PP, 10% DF, 10% WL

Any cultural resources or threatened or endangered

plants discovered during sale preparation or logging will be

protected.

Monitoring Silviculturist will explain marking guides and

purpose to crew and will supervise implementation.

1989 YR 0

Harvest

Implementation This stand will be harvested with the

Wayrot timber sale. All unmarked trees down to 4.0" must be

felled. Reserve trees are to be protected during harvest

and skidding operations. Special care is to be taken to

avoid damaging seedlings and saplings. Walkthroughs
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indicated that protecting the reserve trees might result in

stocking of up to 50 trees per acre, ranging in age from 1

to 70 years. All skidding is to be from designated skid

trails. Unmerchantable material is to be left on site.

Monitoring Sale administrators will monitor logging

operations to ensure reserve trees are being adequately

protected and that all skidding is confined to designated

skid trails.

1989 YR 0

Worthless Tree Removal

Objective To remove all other undesirable stems in

preparation for site preparation and planting.

'Implementation The district will remove all trees less

than 4.0" in diameter except for advanced regeneration which

have good vigor, live crown ratio greater than 40%, and are

free from disease or serious damage. Species preference is

ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, western larch, lodgepole pine,

white fir, in descending order, though maintaining a variety

of species is desirable.

Where stocking is high, thin advanced regeneration from

below to a 10 x 10 foot spacing, saving largest, best trees.

Monitoring This treatment will be done under the

supervision of the silviculturist to assure only desirable

regeneration are being retained.
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1989 YR 0

Slash Treatment and Soil Repair

Objective Ripping will be done to restore soil

productivity. Only slash treatment needed to enable ripping

will be performed.

Implementation Slash treatment and ripping will be let as

one contract to be performed simultaneously. The objective

of the combined contract is to only perform slash clean-up

where needed for ripping, and to reduce administrative

costs.

An estimated 20 tons of slash will be created by this

harvest. Although this will exceed fuel levels recommended

to keep wildfire hazard at an acceptable level, much of the

'slash will be in the small size class and will break down to

aceptab1e levels in a short number of years. This will be

preferrable because debris will contribute to improving

long-term site productivity.

The site will be subsoiled with a winged ripper which

meets the following forest recommended specifications:

* 3 to 4 winged tines 30 to 45" apart
* wings 12-14",.ide, with a 2-6" lift and a 40-

60° angle
* ripping depth 18 to 24"

A soil survey showed that more than 50% of the stand

area is detrimentally compacted. Treatment should restore

80% of the stand area to as near natural conditions as

possible (this includes areas which did not need ripping).

Ripping should be accomplished in the early summer when



the soil is dry, but before fire season, when machine use

may be restricted or shutdown. Ripping should occur no

closer than three crown widths from residual trees, with

extreme care taken to avoid damaging stems or uprooting

trees. Ripping should be done on the contour to minimize

erosion and skid trails designated as permanent should not

be ripped.

Ripping may be done through slash as long as tilling is

down to 18-24" inches soil depth. Where slash is too deep,

it may be piled in areas unable to be ripped, such as on

designated skid trails or rocky areas. The machine will not

pass back over ripped areas.

Monitoring The contracting representative will monitor

this activity closely to make sure excessive slash clean up

is not occuring and that all suitable compacted areas are

ripped. The Forest soil scientist will examine the area to

confirm whether or not the ripping has achieved the soil

repair objective.

1989 YR 0 YR 6

Animal damage control

Objective Protect establishing seedlings from animal

damage.

5H4l (1987) states that root widths vary from 1 to 5 crown
idths
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Implementation Some gopher activity was seen during the

inventory. After site preparation, a gopher survey will be

conducted. If more than 20% of the plots show gopher

activity, the unit will be baited with strychnine oats

placed into fresh runs. This will be done in the late

summer/early fall when the soil is dry.

Trees will be protected from grazing and browsing

animals with vexar netting when and if the need is

identified.

Monitoring Since gopher activity in this area is

recurrent, monitoring and treatment will be conducted until

no longer needed (this is assumed to be about 5 years, when

'the trees are large enough to be at little risk).

1990 YR 0

Planting

Implementation Planting will be done in the spring when

the soil is still moist and temperatures cool. The stand

will be planted on a 11 x 11 foot spacing to 50% ponderosa

pine, 25% Douglas-fir, and 25% western larch. Tree spacing

will include residual trees, except for trees left as

snags/snag replacements. Planting will be done through any

slash on site.

Monitoring Monitoring of survival will be performed on

the first, third and fifth year after planting with a
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standard district formal survey. Walkthroughs will be done

in years two and four to make sure there are not any other

problems occurring.

2008 YR 18

Stand exam

Objective A formal exam will be performed to determine

thinning needs.

2010 YR 20

Precommercial thin

Objective This treatment Will concentrate growth on the

best trees and maintain stand health.

'Implementation At this time, there will be approximately

240 planted seedlings and 70 residual trees in a wide range

of sizes. Thin from below to retain the 220 best trees per

acre at a spacing averaging 14 x 14 feet.

2025 YR 36

Stand exam

Oblective A formal stand exam will be performed to

determine thinning needs.
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2030 YR 40

Precommercial thin

Objective This treatment will concentrate growth on the

best trees, and maintain stand health.

Implementation At this time Prognosis predicts that the

stand will contain approximately 220 trees with an average

diameter of about 10 inches. The stand will be thinned from

below to 150 trees per acre, at an approximate spacing of 17

x 17 feet. Species diversity is to be maintained overall,

but thinning should incorporate the species preference order

used to mark reserve trees. The largest, most vigorous,

healthytrees that are free from defect and pests should be

retained. Contractor performing thinning will be required

'to lop and scatter slash, but no other slash treatment is

anticipated at this time.

2045 YR 56

Stand exam

Objective A stand exam will be performed to ascertain the

need for thinning and to help schedule when this should

occur.

2050 YR 60

Commercial thin

Objective This treatment will concentrate growth on the

best trees, salvage potential mortality, provide some
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intermediate revenue, and maintain stand health.

Implementation The stand will contain approximately 140

trees per acre with an average diameter of about 13 inches.

The stand will be thinned from below to 50 trees per acre.

Leave trees will be marked at 4.5 feet with orange paint.

The most vigorous, full-crowned, best formed trees with the

least amount of insect damage or disease will be left.

Species preference should again conform to guidelines used

to mark reserve trees in the initial harvest, but should

still try to maintain a mix of all species. Extra care

should be taken by contractor to avoid damaging residual

trees.

Slash will be lopped and scattered by contractor. All

'yarding Will be done from

harvest. Seeding of skid

required to minimize soil

Monitoring Silvicultur

sure objectives are being

monitor implementation.

2069 YR 80

Stand exam

skid trails designated in initial

trails and landings will be

erosion.

ist will supervise marking to make

met. The sale administrator will

Objective A stand exam will be performed to determine

future stand treatments and schedule if necessary.



2039 YR 100

End of analysis

At this time, I predict a stocking of approximately 48 trees

per acre and a QMD of 23".
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Stand Exam Procedure

The initial stand boundary and stand exam plot locations were

designated on aerial photographs. Twelve plots on a 500 (360

degree) by 600 (90 degree) grid were planned. After entering the

stand, it was found that portions of the area had been

precommercially thinned since the photos had been taken. The stand

boundary was revised and approximately ten plots were planned.

Because of the irregular shape of the stand and the number of

landings within the stand, several plots were moved from their

original location (always in even 100 foot increments along grid

directions) so that landings and areas not within the stand would

not be sampled.

The resulting exam yielded 10 plots in an irregular grid

pattern. The exam type was a Region 6, standard formal (type 1-0),

stan exam.34

Trees greater than 5" dbh were sampled by variable plots (10

basal area factor), trees less than 5" dbh were sampled by fixed

plot (1/100 acre). Growth data is for the last ten years radial

growth for trees greater than 3" dbh, and for the last 5 years

height growth for trees smaller than 3" dbh.

The fuels inventory included 10 plots and the sampling plane

sizes were those recommended by the Region Six Stand Exam

procedures handbook. Fuels less than 1" were sampled on a 6 foot

plane, 1-3" on a 16 foot plane, and greater than 3" on a 70 foot

plane.



CURRENT STAND

DBH P 18A WFIBA PPIBA DF LCR NT AGE ITFA ALLITPA WFITPA PPITPA DFITC l&2ITC -I CRW IGRW WFIBA TC l&2IBA TC -I

I -------------------------------------------------------4 ------ + ------------- + ------+ ------------ + --------------------------
I10101010101171 51481 3101250110 150 0 13101 0 0

2 5.6 4.6 23 52 250 200 10 40 0 250
I

5.6

2.6 1.4
I

.8 50 17 39 40 20 10 10 0 40 2
I

2 0
I

2.6

16110191011148130146155 148 10 16 124 131 12 Ill
I I I1816151110143138158117 113 13 10 ii 16 li 112 I I

2
I

110 115 110 I 31 1 I3 142 164 28 119 I
5 12 122 16 112 113 12 3

I

1121121 9 3 10 1501681 17 112 I 10 115
I

2 I' 116
I

11
I

1
I

114110181111 1581861 9 Il i 11
1 12 116 116

I
8 2

116I515I0I01441681941 414101012121141141 2
I

3
I

118 14121210170168 11001 2 Ii Ii 10 12 $0 120 127
I

0

12018151310150 I5 11361 4 $2 Ii 10 $3 1 $14 119 I
7

I
1

12215131210 J50 $94 11531 2 l $1 10 Ii Ii 113 119 I
3 2

24 3 2 1 0 43 91
I
151 1 1

I
.3 0 0 15 19 3

I

26IIIIIIIII1111I11I111I11I1II-I-I-I-I-l.I-I-I-

7 1 5 1 104 255 1.5 .3IIIIIIII
I.I-I-I-I.III

1 .3 1.5 0 11 0

I I1.1
I I

(Note: (row 1989 stand exaw)

stand size : 34 acres

watershed 1705011608F

elevation : 5600 feet

aspect : SE

slope : 0 to 10 %

Trees / acre Tree Class 1-2
Trees / ac:'e

QMD **Average

Age
BAG

Including 740 90 4.8 90 1.93
ALL trees (no trees <5)

Including ONLY
trees 5" dbh or 139 90 10.6 100 2.00

plant community : CWG1-ll (mixed conifer-pinegrass-residual soil)

species : white fir, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, western larch
pinegrass, elk sedge. heartleaf arnica. snowberry, pinemat manzE.nita

site Index : 84 ponderosa pine ( Barrett '78 base-100)

average growth rate white fir 15/20" in 10 years
all other species - 7/20 to 27/20"

average height : 55-60 feet

average live crown ratio 45-50

f *I T Cfp vrc(I s -l
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Crop Trees Per Acre

DBH PP DF LPP
[

WL II ALL

0-2 42 3 3 0 48

3-4 13 5 0 0 18

5-6 9 0 0 0 9

7-8 7 0 2 0 9

9-10 3 1 0 0 4

11-12 3 0 0 0 3

13-14 2 1 0 1 4

15-16 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 79 10 5 1 95

Crop Tree Basal Area per Acre

DElI PP DF LPP WL ALL

0-2 0 0 0 0
1

0 1

3-4 0 0 0 0 0

5-6 1.3 0 0 0 1.3

7-8 2.3 0 .5 0
I

2.8

9-10 1.3 .6 0 0 1.9

11-12 2.4 0 0 0 2.4

13-14 2.4 .8 0 .9 4.1

15-16 .3 0 0 0 .3

TOTAL 10 1.4 .5 .9 12.8



Insect and Disease Survey 'SS.

Forty-eight plots were installed on a 200 by 200 foot grid

using a 20 factor prism for a variable plot, a 1/300th acre fixed

plot, and a break point diameter of 5". The purpose was to collect

data for use with Prognosis Western Root Disease and Western Spruce

Budworm model extensions in order to project stand growth with

these factors and estimate improved productivity from their

control. All pockets of dead trees were mapped regardless of

whether or not they occurred within a plot (see pest survey map).

Root disease information was collected on all plots and western

spruce budworm information was collected on 24 plots. On each

plot, it was noted whether or not the plot contained any root

disease infected trees, and if so, which infecting agent. Where

root disease information was gathered, the species, diameter, and

tree'class was recorded for ee..ch live or dead infected tree and for

each apparently healthy tree within a 30 foot radius of infected

trees (this is a standard Region Six stand exam policy). All dead

trees, whether standing or broken off, are considered to be stumps

for the purpose of using the western root disease model. The tree

classes used for this survey were: 1) live; 2) dead standing; 3)

dead down; 4) stub/stump.

The Western Root Disease extension33 available at this time

only includes Armillaria and Phellinus options. In using this

extension for stand 358, the Armillaria option was used. Several

modifications using keywords were made to more closely approximate

the effects of Annosus root disease.(31)



On the plots where budworm data was collected, the following 89

information was gathered in addition to that needed to run the root

disease model: percent of tree top that was bare, percent of bole

covered by crown, and the proportion of missing foliage by crown

third for the current year's foliage and foliage from each of the

last three years. This data was processed using the Western Spruce

Budworm extension to the Prognosis growth model.8



Summary of Western Spruce Budworm Data
90

Input for western spruce budworrn extension to Prognosis growth
model, summarized by species and then by tree size into small
medium and large classes.

Species White fir Douglas-fir

Size class small medium large small medium large

Tree class 1 1 1 1 1 1

Diameter 0.7 8 14.6 0.02 3 7.5

% Tree bare top 6 3 2 1 1 0

% Tree to crown base 73 68 60 l 80 80 75

% 1-year old
missing foliage

Top third 0 0 0 0 0 0

Midthird 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lower third 0 0 0 0 0 0

% 2-year old
missing foliage

Top third 0 13 50 ' 0 66 25

Mid third 0 4 30 0 75 35

Lower third 6 4 35 0 83 75

% 3-year old
missing foliage

Top third 63 81 78 50 100 85

Mid third 75 90 78 50 100 85

Lower third 81 85 95 75 100 85

**Current % defoliation 10 10 10 10 10 10

Live crown ratio 60 60 60 50 50 70

Crown class 5 3 3 5 3 3

** At time of survey, there was little current defoliation, but
some defoliation for this year was anticipated because budworm webs
were present on some branch tips.



Summary of Western Root Disease Data

Input for western root disease extension to Prognosis growth
model.

Keyword

RRTYPE: Root rot type specified is armillaria

SAREA: Stand area is 35 acres

RRINIT: number of root disease centers within stand is 33
number of infected trees per acre witin disease centers

is 75
number of uninfected trees per acre within disease

centers is 24
total area within root disease centers is 6 acres

STREAD: stump initialization

species diameter #/acre

white fir 7 3

15 55
18 6

23 13
32 10

91



Amount of Area in Disease Centers

'- 4 @ 1/2 acre each = 2 acres
92

number of centers =
2 @ 1 acre eache = 2 acres

27 @ (30)2 = 2827 ft2 i acreX43560
ft

= 1.75 acres

Regional practice for stand exams considers
total 5.75 acres

that any tree within 30 feet of an infected

tree also be considered infected. So, when

only one tree is known to be infected, the

area infected includes a 30 foot

radius around it.
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SOIL SURVEY PLOT SUMMARY
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SOIL SURVEY
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LAYOUT OF EXISTING SKID TRAILS
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United States Forest Maiheur NF
Department of Service

k# Agriculture 96 I

Reply to: 1950 Date: SEP 2 5 1989

.Subject: Soils Report for Certification Stand

To: District Ranger, Prairie City RD

Enclosed is a soils report for Gail Hodgson's Silvicultural Certification stand.

Please contact Tim Sullivan if you have any questions.

ERNEST V. KEHRBERG
Range and Watershed Staff Officer

cc:

T. Sullivan
G. Hodgson, PC

I.

Fire &

I

f

SEVIC
FAE CT'! P.NGER DISTRICT

; :irI.'tr

! I

FS.6200-28(7.82)
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Soils Report
for

Certification Stand

On August 30, 1989, I accompanied Gail Hodgson to her silvicultural
certification stand. Our objective was to recon the unit for soil related
concerns and potentials.

97

The unit is a mixed conifer.stand that has been logged at least three times
previously (sale unknown.) DNS and Rocking Chair are the two most recent timber
sales. The oldest stumps appear to be 110 to 50 years old. The unit also shows
some minor signs of surface erosion related to past grazing practices.

The soil is a very shallow to shallow (less than 20 inches) silt loam over a
very cobbly subsoil. Effective rooting depth ranged from 6 to 18 inches. The

productive horizon was approximately 2 to 3 inches thick. Rock outcrops and
surface stones are scattered throughout the unit.

Concerns

The unit has been severely impacted from prior logging and moderately impacted
from prior grazing. I estimate the unit to be more than 50 percent
detrimentally compacted at the present time. A primary objective of this sale
should be to mitigate the impact of prior management practices.

Management Considerations

Rippirg (subsoiling) should be included in the timber sale contract and/or KV
Plan, depending on the prescription to alleviate as much compaction as possible.
This is going to be only partially effective because of the large amount of rock
over portions of the unit.

I recommend designated skid trails for any prescription otheP than regeneration
and for where ripping cannot be completed due to the rock. If the unit receives
a regen prescription, then the unit should be thoroughly ripped where possible.

Directional falling and line pulling should be provided in the contract to
facilitate yarding control. Logging debris should be left on site unless
ripping will occur. The present level of compaction warrants a thorough cleanup
of the slash to maximize effectiveness of the ripping. On sites that cannot or
will not be ripped, the logging debris should be left on site to maintain site
productivity and to provide effective ground cover for erosion protection.

TIM SULLIVAN
Soil Scientist

FS-e200.28(782)



SUMMARY OF LITERATURE ON THE EFFECTS OF SOIL COMPACTION ON TREE GROWTH

AUTHOR / JOURNAL J TITLE WHAT / WHERE RESULTS
() I

IFrochlich. HA. Effects of Mechanical Operations 17 year old ponderosa pine 17% decrease in ht. growth & 53% decrease
on Soil Physical Properties and pIantaton In southwest in vol. growth (where soil density incr.
Forest Productivity

J
Oregon

J 20-25%) Avg. stand growth decrease 1112

Froehlich. IL A.11 Effect of Soil Compaction by 22 year old western hemlock 26% decrease in stem volume. 15-17%(1974) LoggIng on Forest Productivity decrease in basal area growth 5 years
after thinning

Froehlich. HA. Soil Compaction from Logging 16 yr old Ponderosa pine 6-12% decrease in growth rate(1979) Equipment: Effects on Growth of plantation on a site class V
Young Ponderosa Pine Ochoco NF. Oregon

J.A. Helm& C. Hipkin Effect of Soil Compaction on
I 16 yr old Ponderosa pine 13-69% decrease in volume per unit ar.a(1986) Tree Volume in a California plantation in (a combination of decreases in survival

Ponderosa Pine Plantation Sierra Nevada. CA and mean tree volume
_____________________I______________________________ __________________________I___________________________________
Perry, Soil Compaction and Loblolly 26 year old loblolly pine 13% decrease in stem height, 53% decrease
(1964) Pine Growth

I I

in stem volume

I

Wert S. and B.R. Thomas Effects of Skid Roads on Diameterj Douglas-fir on Oregon Coast,
I 74% decrease in volume growth on skid

(1981) Height, and Volume Growth in 32 years after logging traIls, 41% decrease In survival. Volume
Douglas-fir

I growth decrease 12% over harvested area

U



Prognosis

Prognosis growth model version 3:O6:O9:9O was used to help

predict stand attributes through time. Because there are at least

five extenuating conditions present in this stand ( 1) several

years drought, 2) soil compaction, 3) annosus root disease! fir

engraver, 4) indian paint fungus, 5) western spruce budworm), the

model was not relied upon heavily in deciding on the best

alternative. It would be nearly impossible to simulate all of

these conditions with any degree of reliability. In spite of this,

it is a useful tool used in conjunction with other sources.

Losses attributable to drought and soil compaction are already

reflected in the stand data through the slow growth rates of the

existing trees. The effects of budworm and the annosus/fir

engraver combination can be simulated using pest extension

submódels with the Prognosis growth model.

The Prognosis simulations done for each alternative (including

no treatment) are detailed below, along with explanations of

decisions made in selecting use options.

In each alternative, the stand was grown excluding trees less

than 5" dbh. In Prognosis, the small trees are assumed to grow

into competition with the larger trees, resulting in lower stand

production. In this case, the model would grow 739 trees per acre-

-very high stocking for this site. In reality, small tree stocking

within this stand is highly variable. Many plots taken during the

stand exam indicated that there were no small trees per acre while

other plots indicated stocking as high as 1200 trees per acre,
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resulting in an average stocking of 600 trees per acre less than 5"

dbh, according to fixed plot data. The supplemental exam confirmed

that the actual stocking of these trees is extremely clumpy and

variabi e.

So, by using only trees greater than 5" dbh (the cut off at 5"

is explained earlier in the Stand Structure and Composition

section), some of the stocking variability can be eliminated.

Also, these small trees are assumed by Prognosis to achieve typical

growth rates--which is unlikely in this stand due to the suppressed

and damaged condition of the regeneration. Therefore these clumped

understory trees will probably never be a competitive drain on the

mid and overstory trees.

For each alternative, the need for thinning was determined by

slowed growth, increased mortality, and the stand's approach to the

zone ofimminent mortality, as seen by the peaking of the Stand

Density Index (SDI).

To help determine how well each alternative would would

control existing pests, the stand was run three ways; 1) without

any specific pest losses, 2) incorporating losses specifically due

to annosus root rot and the fir engraver beetle, and 3)

incorporating losses due to western spruce budworm. (These

submodels can not be run simultaneously due to program

limitations).

At this time, only Armillaria and Phellinus weirii are

available in the Western Root Disease model. Work has been done by

Shaw, Goheen, and Eav (1989) to adjust the model using keywords to

approximate an annosus infection. Since the stand they conducted
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their research on is similar to stand 358 and no other information

was presented to indicate their suggestions would not apply to this

stand, the changes they suggested were applied to the projection of

stand 358 with the Western Root Disease model.

The Prognosis growth model is controlled through the use of

keywords which give instructions for executing the run. Following

are the keyword lists and the stand summary output table for each

run.

The following table shows a comparison between yields

projected by Prognosis and yields predicted by Meyers1. All

volumes are for age 100, except for ALT 2, which has a mean age

closer to 130 years. The volume yields predicted by Prognosis with

a site index of 84 generally fall between yields from Meyer's

tables for site index 80 and 90.

FT / acre I
bd..ft. / acre

SI 802 5410 31,200

Prognosis3 ALT 1 6500 26,000

SI 84 ALT 2 7600 32,000

ALT 3 5600 26,000

SI 9Q2
I

6700 40,300

1Meyer, W.H., 1938. Yield of Even-Aged Stands of Ponderosa
Pine, U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin 630.

2 From Meyer's yiel;d table, for all trees 6.6" and greater.

3These figures are merchantable volume. Merchantability
limits were set at a minimum diameter of 9" dbh with a 6" top dib.



SIA

NC CF
SEAR AGE TREES A

198 70 735 43
19 80 135 1C7
2009 90 132 125
019 130 122 145
2029 110 115 IOC
2039 57 jioc
2049 fT 92 175

NO TREATMENT

PROGNOSIS INPUT

hUNCYCLE 6
!FVOLUME 1 C 9.00C8 t.coocc i.occoc o.aiooc i.00conVOLUME 1 C 9.003O 6.COOCC 1.00000 dO.000(JC 1.00COOTKIãT. 189 C 1.00000 .COOCC 4.QJ000 .00000 999.P999cr

RI OF SIN

SD! CCF

228 1Cc
182 84
211 96
228 103
243 109
249 111
250 111

SLMMAY Si

LJLATICN DEIOD

TCP TOTAL
MT LMO CU FT

59 4.8 2145
66D 23S2
72 13._ 37c5
77 '535
82 lt.0 5326
aofT7 5920
9 T!o 6384

OUTPUT SUMMARY

ATISTICS (PER ACRE CR STAND BASED O TOTAL STAND AREA)

REMOVALS AFTER TREATMENT GROWTH THIS PERIOD
MA!MERCH 'ERC- NC OF TOTAL MERCH MERC- TOPRES PERIOD ACCRE MORT MERCHCu FT ED FT TREES CU FT CU FT ED FT BA SD! CCF MT CMD YEARS PER YEAR CU FT

1771 7784 OOC 51 0 C 85 152 72 59 10.6 10 83 3 25.32508 11292 0 0 0 0 107 182 84 66 12.1 10 93 5 31.33370 15623 0 0 0 C 129 211 96 72 13.4 10 95 18 37.4420'. 20C42 C C 0 C 145 228 103 77 14.8 10 99 20 42.05C38 24004 C 0 0 C 160 243 109 82 16.0 10 96 36 45.8JJ 2837C 0 0 0 C 169 249 111 86 17.3 10 91 45 47.3ole? 31355 C 0 0 C 175 250 111 89 18.6 0 0 0 67.4

CD



NC OF
SEAR AGE TREES

1989 70 739
1q99 80 116
2C09 90 iCE
2019 100 1C1
2029 110 9

SIA

93
ci

iCE
123
137

Ri OF 51M

$01 CCF

228 106
155 72
175 80
191 87
206 94

NO TREATMENT
with WESTERN ROOT DISEASE

P.UHCYC%.E
8FVGLUME 1

VOLUME '1
THINATA 1989
RRIN
RRTYPE 1

RRINIT 0
SAREA 35.0
ST RE A C

4 7.0 2.0
15.0 55.0

4 18.3 6.3
4 23.0 13.0
4 32.0 10.0

-99
IhFKILL 1

INFMULT 1ca
.10 .10 .10 .o3 .10

INCCSP #0

RRJUNP .5
ITOML.LT ic
10.00 2.00 2.00 .75 2.00
BBTVPE3 1939
END

PROGNOSIS INPUT

C .30000 6.003CC
C .00000 6.00000
C 1 .00CO) .000CC

33 75 24

1.r.,aoo 30.00000 1.00003
1.3i.000 30.00000 1.00000
'..UfjJ0 .00000 99.9ç9u"

4 .5u0
1 0

.1C .1C .1C .10 .10 .10
20

.75 2.00 2.0 .7510.CC .c0
1C.0 S.0

OUTPUT SUMMARY

.3 6

.300

5l.jMARY STATISTICS (PER ACRE CR STAND 3A5E0 ON TOTAL STAND AREA)

LATICN PERIOD

TOP TOTAL MERCh
hi ?'C CU FT CL FT

59 2145 1771
6511j 2474 2151
71 3193 2862
76 15.0 3871 3600
81 16.2 4577 4372

REMOVALS AFTER TREATMENT GROWTH THIS PERIOD
MAT

WERCI- NO OF TOTAL MERCH MER4I TOP, RES...PEIO0 kCCRE MORT MERCH
ED FT TREES CU FT CU FT ED FT BA SOT CCF MT QMO YEARS PER YEAR CU FT

7784 600 51 0 C 85 152 72 59 10.6 10 71 33 25.3
9658 C C 0 0 91 155 72 65 12.1 10 79 7 26.9

133C5 C C 0 C 108 175 80 71 13.6 10 81 14 31.8
l7llc C 0 0 C 123 191 87 76 15.0 10 87 16 36.0
21228 C 0 0 0 137 208 94 81 16.2 10 85 29 39.7

2039 Zi JJ, 147 21 97 84(j. 5132 jj,3.L._2'.549 C 0 0 C 147 216 97 84 17.5 10 78 41 41.1
2049 130 76 152 217 97 87 18.7 5497 5315 26932 C C 0 C 152 217 97 87 18.7 0 0 0 40.9



I

NO TREATMENT
with WESTERN SPRUCE BUDWORM DAMAGE

PROGNOSIS INPUT

t.UMCYCLE 6
EFVOLUME 1 C 9.00COCJ 6.00000 1.00000 0.00000 1.00000VOLUME I C .00000 6.00003 1.00003 0.0000U 1.00000
TIIXNB.TA 198Q C 1.00COO .C3CiCC 4.90C30 .03000 99c.89c90hSSW
C AM AG E

SETPR8IO 1 4 1 1.0CC 1.000 .400
SETPR3XO 1 4 2 1.0CC 1.CO0 .20CSEIPR8IO 1 4 3 1.033 .903 .200SEIPREID 1 4 4 1.0CC .903 .200$ETPR8IO 1 4 5 1.0CC 1.COC .1OCSETPRSIO 1 4 1.0CC 1.000 .100SEIPR8IO 1 4 7 1.3CC .500 .200SETPRBIO 1 4 1.0Cc .700 .200SETPRSIO 1 4 9 1.0CC .003 .100SEIPR3IO 1 3 1 1.0CC 1.000 .500SETPRBIO 1 3 2 1.030 1.000 .500SETPRSIO 1 3 3 1.0CC 1.00C .200S2TPR8IO 1 3 4 1.3CC .300 .000SEIPREIO 1 3 5 1.0CC .20C .0CCSETPRBIO 1 3 b 1.0CC .230 .000SETPRSIO 1 3 7 1.0CC .70C .100SE1PRSIO 1 3 1.0CC .60C .1005UPRI0 1 3 1.0CC .óOC .100CEPOL 1989 4 0 .1 .0 .0 .0CEFOI. 1989 3 0 .1 .0 .0 .0END

OUTPUT SUMMARY

SUMMARY STATISTICS (PER ACRE OR STAND BASED ON TOTAL STAND AREA)

START OF SIMULATION PERIOD REMOVALS AFTER TREATMENT GROWTH THIS PERIOD

NO OF TOP TOTAL MERCH MERCH NO OF TOTAL MERCII NER1 TOP RS.... PERIOD ACCRE MORT MERCH
YEAR AGE TREES BA SD! CCF MT QMD CU FT CU FT BD FT TREES CU FT CU FT 80 F'T BA SD! CCP MT QMD YEARS PER YEAR CU FT

1989 70 73c 93 228 106 59 4.8 2145 1771 7784 600 51 0 0 85 152 72 59 10.6 10 83 3 25.3
1999 80 135 107 182 84 66 12.1 2892 2508 11292 0 0 0 0 107 182 84 66 12.1 10 93 5 31.3
2009 90 132 129 211 96 72 13.4 3765 3370 15623 0 0 0 0 129 211 96 72 13.4 10 95 18 37.4
2019 100 122 145 228 103 77 14.8 4539 4104 20042 0 0 0 0 145 228 103 77 14.8 10 99 20 42.0
2029 110 115 160 243 109 82 16.0 5326 5038 24609 0 0 0 0 160 243 109 82 16.0 10 96 36 65.8
2039 120 103 169 249 111 86 17.3 5926 5678 28370 0 0 0 0 169 249 111 86 17.3 10 91 45 47.3 i-
2049 130 92 175 250 111 89 18.6 6384 6167 31355 0 0 0 0 175 250 111 89 18.6 0 0 0 47.4



ALTERNATIVE 1 

PROGNOSIS INPUT 

UUMC'CLC 
1 0 9.00000 6.00000 1.00000 30.00000 1.00000 vnLti: 0 9.00000 6.30000 1.00000 00.00000 1.00000 TH!NBTA 1906' 0 1.00000 .00000 4.70000 .00000 999.39990 TUXNEiDA 1906' 30 .1.00000 .00000 ?.3?990 .000(0 96'7.E'990 

PLANT 1990 10 
, - 

100 
. 

00 OLANT '?90 3 05 00 PLANT 1990 2 85 
. 

00 

THUS0A 2000 0 1.00000 5.00000 999.09990 .03000 999.39910 200 1.00000 .00000 999.C9'90 .00000 ?96'.59c")o TIt4STA 2330 150 1.00000 .00000 999.39990 .00000 999.39990 UTN:r:A ?0.0 00 1.00000 .00000 999.09990 .00000 999.09990 

OUTPUT SUMMARY 

- (..4 
j. 

- L - - 
- 

SUMMARY STT1STICS PR AOrcE OR STAND EtASEb ON TOTAL blAND ARA3 .-----.----- _______...___..._..*___._.,___._ 
START OF SIMULATION PERIOD PCMOVALS AFTCR TRIATMCNT ?OROUTH THIS PR!OD - --------------------------------------- 

1.. -------------------- MAI - 
NO OF TOP TOTAL MERCH MERCH NO OF TOTAL ME1CH MERCH TDP RCSPtRIOD ACCR MOn MECH 

YEAR A0 TRCES SA 501 .CCE..HT..OND CUFT CUFT BDFT TRC5 CU FT CU FT BOFT ..OA EDI CCF HI QMO YEAR5 PCR YCAR CUFT 
- 1909 7O -739 93 220 40.-.9_4 0145.Z.t77t.- 7704.. 719 1211 074 3422 30... .A5...22_6L 6 .._..26 I 25 3 

1999 00 300 37 91 31 : 37 4.0 1103 1143 5476 20 1103 1143 5476 
. 

1 6 6 7 1.0 
- 10 9 0 25.2 2009 90 277 15 43 31 15 3 2.-... 93 0 0 77 15 0 0 13 36 24 15 5.... 10 20 0 22 4 

2019 100 19? 30 70 40 23 5 3 279 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 70 40 23 5 3 10 44 0 20 2 
12029 *10 194 53 111 50.. 34..-7.1 713.... 37 00 44 84 

.. 0 46. -...34.. 7 59 1 18 7 - 
2039 220 147 60 129 66 44 9 2 '120Z 671 1810 0 0 0 0 60 129 66 44 9 2 10 75 2 22 4 
2049 130 ..i45.9O ..I6Q1 53 %937.1S91-47oO.- 0 -- O.0.. 9060t 531.7 10:.77......, 4 - 27.0 2059 140 142 110 100 96 6011.9 2676.2414 7674 .54 679 550.1670 00 .132 69 60 i2.9., :10 

. 

75 4 31.6 2069 .150 : 06 95 1s1.79:,o7:14.2:27io_.2s7t. 9137 -- 0 
. 

0 10 .;i4 .:.. 5 : 34.3 r 
2079 160 04 100 166 00 .7315.3 3417 3272 12031 - 0 0 0 

. . 
0 100 166 00 73 15.3 10 66 7 36.5 2089 170 .- 02 121 to2_9 7:t4.4:4oto3oot.ts799 

. 

..O.-. 0 
- 

-D.1-.0 121 0 0 37.0 
... ___________________ .- :._:.- -::_.-------- -:z--. ----- ---------- - ---- _-.- CD 

- 
-=-. 

------------- -.-. 

-. -. 
- - - - - 



ALTERNATIVE 2

PROGNOSIS INPUT

NUMCYCLE 20
....Z NUYEAR..-_ 1.909....... -- ,

STD!Nr3 -......604....... 10... .-
OrVOLUMC. I 0 '9;00000''6.00000' .1.00000 00.00000 1.00000-'

.-VOLLJME . .....L.... t.. . 9.00000...... OOOO.4._OQooO_.0O.00000,
1939 io -10 . - .

. CSTAS - . .. - 190? - . .._ .--- __ ___ .-,-&,-.rPLANT 1990 10 . 150 . . 80 , .

1990.. __...._3
P..ANT 1990 2 75 80

.. ...- .....: . .

Tt-t!NOTA 2010 150 1.00000 00000 999.89990 ;..00000 999.89990-- 1N0T_. 2030 ----.-O0_ 0000p,. -0000 .999...O999O...,QQ3Oo ..979.09920.
THINSTA . 2050 .25 i.0000p-.00000 99.S99?o 00000 999.$999c

OUTPUT SUMMARY

- ,, . ....;:. ..-, - -

'- " BWftIARY sTTu8rrCs (PER ACRE OR STAND SASCO ON TOTAL STAND ARCA)-

----------------------------------. BTART.QF 5tMULATJON:PERXOD:.':f. -, .. . REMOVALS . AFTER TREATMENT .0ROWTH THIS PERIOD
MA I

MERCHwo or TOP TOTAL NERCI MERCH NO O TOTAL MCRCH MERCH TOP RES. PERIOD Accrc PlO T

,YiA* AOt,.TRE.E* .a*.,._301 CP4i4T,,.O$QU F".CU FLOD FT TREES CL FT Cu FL 140 F TSA.- Q1 CF t*7 UMDz'(CARS PER '(CAR CU FT
-'- -e -v-- --------------------------------------c-- - 0

2009,. 90 31 132a 0._O..-.--87 13 0 B2316,z33 3. .,. 10 11 0 0.23110 .24.. .61
'19.. 9 0 0 0 0

_0...,.
0 0 19 46 27 19 4 9 10 25 0 0.t20"00 140 46 27 19 4 p159
0-_...0 462427. 7 23 0 02029 1104- 145. 362._42.. 0_065 162 .22...,...

'.2039 120 7Q'37 6232 '36.0.74; 460... 121 305 ,:' 0 0 0 0.32.: 6232 363.7; . 29 1 10
2049 130-.. .71 .:42 77AO44Z10.0z.749, 577. 15854 52.435 __298;' 1644j13,.:1017 . I
2059 140 25 22' 361951 .12,9 173 433 1303 0 0 . 0 0 22 36' 19 51 12.9 10 19 1 5.3
206? 150 . 24 21.. :, 0.. ..;. 0 .'... 0 0..27::,: 42.' 22.:57.14.3..... .10

'.

.. 20 1 6.1
2079 160 24 31 40 25 '62 15.6. 047 000 3029 0 0 0 0 .31 40 25 .' 62 15.6 10 22 2 6.9

.20St.17O.'- 23 36..,,:,53..2Q :67X6.9.ç105t 010.:4191.4.:.O 0T O:.:,.0'.36..:53' 28. 716.9.-: 0.'. 0 . 0 ... 7.7

- - ---. ....'. -. -.- - .-.- ... _ - . __-.-. . ... ., -.- - - ---- - - ---.--- - '-.-.- _ , .. .......



ALTERNATIVE 3

PROGNOSIS INPUT

MUMCYCLE 15
INVYEAR 1989
NOTREES
6TDINFO 604 8 70 135 10 56 39
BFVOLUME 1 0 9.00000 6.000CC 1.00000 80.00000 1.00000
VOLUME 1 0 9.00000 6.000CC 1.00000 80.00000 1.00000
ESTAB 1989
PLANT 1990 10 250 80
PLANT 1990 3 185 80
END
THINBTA 2010 300 1.00000 .00000 999.89990 .00000 999.89990
THINBTA 2040 150 1.00000 .00000 999.39990 .00000 999.89990
IHINBBA 2060 80 1.00000 .00000 999.89990 .00000 999.89990

OUTPUT SUMMARY

SUMMARY STATISTICS (PER ACRE OR STAND BASED ON TOTAL STAND AREA)

START OF SIMULATION PERIOD REMOVALS AFTER TREATMENT GROWTH THIS PERIOO
NAINO OP TOP TOTAL MERCH MERCM NO OF TOTAL MERCH MERCH TOP RES PERIOD ACCRE MORT MERCH

YEAR AGE TREES BA SDI CCF MT QMD CU FT CU FT 80 FT TREES CU FT CU FT 80 FT BA SDI CCF HI QMD YEARS PER YEAR CU FT

1989 70 C C 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 10 0 0 .0
1999 80 342 2 3 9 7 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 9 7 1.0 10 11 0 .02009 90 344 17 50 36 14 3.0 109 0 0 44 12 0 0 16 45 32 14 3.1 10 20 0 .02019 100 296 35 86 51 20 4.6 295 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 86 51 20 4.6 10 47 0 .0
2029 110 292 66 144 80 28 6.5 761 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 144 80 28 6.5 10 69 1 .02039 120 282 1C3 205 112 37 8.1 1440 33'. 837 138 507 0 0 64 123 69 37 8.9 .10 69 1 2.8
2049 130 148 94 167 96 45 10.8 1617 1358 4163 0 0 0 C 94 167 96 65 10.8 _ 10 76 3 10.62059 140 166 123 206 121 52 12.4 2351 2148 7439 69 809 711 2099 80 129 80 52 13.8 10 64 1 15.3
2069 150 76 102 156 100 59 15.7 2174 2056 8640 0 0 0 0 102 156 100 59 15.7 10 64 1 18.4O79 100 76 123 181 118 64 17.2 2806 2674 12530 0 0 0 0 123 181 118 64 17.2 10 57 0 21.2ZO9 170 76 142 234 136 67 18.6 3377 3233 16104 0 0 0 0 14 204 136 67 18.6 10 42 20 23.22099 180 71 152 212 143 67 19.8 3599 3453 17895 0 0 0 0 15 212 143 67 19.8 10 37 13 23.12109 190 62 162 221 152 68 20.8 3840 3691 19493 0 0 0 0 162 221 152 68 20.8 10 37 23 23.22119 200 64 167 225 156 68 21.9 3979 3829 20681 0 0 0 0 167 i 225 156 68 21.9 10 35 26 22.72129 210 6C 171 225 159 69 22.9 4069 3920 21366 0 0 0 0 171 225 159 69 22.9 10 32 25 22.12139 220 56 173 225 161 69 23.8 4134 3986 21871 0 0 0 0 173 225 161 69 23.8 0 0 0 21.3



Description of Growth Projection for Alternative 2

- Unlike Alternatives 1

were projected entirely by

2 was projected using a

calculations done by hand.

the crop trees that would 1

were not contained in the

and 3 (shelterwood and clearcut), which

the Prognosis Growth Model, Alternative

combination of the model and growth

This was necessary because the data on

e left as residual advanced regeneration

stand exam data used to run Prognosis.

This data was colleted during the supplemental exam, so growth for

these trees was projected through hand calculations using a rate of

1.8"/decade radial growth. This is the current growth rate for

these trees and is also about the average growth rate used by

Prognosis to grow this stand under similar alternatives.

I estimated the yield for these trees from yield tables

provided by the model.

The planted trees in this Alternative were projected

separately with Prognosis. When scheduling thinnings, I combined

the basal area and trees per acre of both components (planted and

residual). This combination is illustrated on the graph of the

thinning regime in figure 10.

Stand growth was projected until age 100. The trees left

after 2 precommercial and 1 commercial thin (all from below) are

the largest and best trees grown by this stand. In this case, the

QMD of these trees was approximated by the QMD of the residual

trees. Recognizing that although many of the planted trees might

surpass the growth of the residual trees over these 100 years and

be a part of the stand at the final harvest, the QMD of the
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residual trees after 100 additional years of growth gives a

reasonable estimate of the future QMD of the best trees in the

stand.

For the ease of stand projections, all thinnings were done to

the planted trees to take advantage of the calculations for volume

provided by the Prognosis model. I assumed that this approximates

the volume that would be removed in thinnings from below.

S
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Calculations used in Alternative 2

Assumptions:

In making the calculations, I assumed:

1) Trees > 5" dbh:
Trees will main9in an average lifetime growth of 1.8
inches per decade , beginning now and continuing to year
2089.

2) Trees will not begin this average growth rate until they
are 6" in diameter, and they will reach 6" dbh when
they are 30 years old.

3) Trees < 5" dbh:
Seedlings and saplings are assumed to reach a dbh of 6"
by age 30. At this time they will be grown according to
assumption #1.2

4) Planted trees:
These are grown using Prognosis. All precommercial and
commercial thinnings are from below to favor fewer
larger, more vigorous trees.

'5) The sum of basal areas for both residual and planted trees
was used to schedule thinnings.

Step 1: Calculate QMD for 29 trees > 5" dbh and estimate size in
year 2089.

average basal area per tree =

basal area I acre = 12.8 .44 ft2 basal area per tree
trees / acre 29

QND diameter of tree of average basal area

since basal area .005454 (d)2, then

0.44 = D = 9 " QMD
.005454

'Crop trees are currently growing at this rate and Prognosis
estimates are similar.

2Trees 0 2.9" are assumed to average 5 years old. For use
in the calculations of stand growth, I also assumed that only half
of these survive logging and ripping. Trees 3 4.9" are assumed
to average 15 years of age.
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Step 1 (continued):

NOTE The trees larger than 5" diameter left as residuals in
-Alternative 2 (29 9" trees) have a volume of 0.389 rnbf per acre.
This amount of PP volume was subtracted from Prognosis initial
clearcut harvest volume estimate.

Grow 29 9" trees at 1.8" per decade for 100 years.

9" + 18" = 27" estimated size in year 2089

Step 2: Calculate size as of year 2089 for 18 trees currently 3
to 4.9" in diameter.

These trees will be 6" at age 30, assumed to be in 15 years.

18 trees grown from QMD 6" for 85 years at 1.8 inches/decade.

6" + 15.3" 21.3" estimated size in year 2089.

Step 3: Calculate size as of year 2089 for 24 trees currently 0
to 2.9" in diameter. (Assume only half of initial
stocking in this size class survived logging and
ripping).

These trees will be 6" at age 30, assumed to be in 25 years.

24 trees grown from QMD 6" for 75 years at 1.8 inches/decade.

6" + 13.5" 19.5" estimated size in year 2089.

Step 4: Reduce stocking to 50 trees per acre (residual origin),
proportionately by diameter class, after commercial thin.

dbh class trees/acre
(begin)

% of all number to
remove

trees/acre
(end)

19 24 34% 8 16

21 18 25% 5 13

27 29 41 % 8 21
- u rees,acre
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Merchantable Volume per Tree in 2089
(estimated from Prognosis)

Diameter nthf/tree lft3/tree
19" .264 64

21" .311 78

27" .680 145

Estimate of Final Production from Alternative
(does not include commercial thinning volume)

Current
diameter

Trees per
acre

Diameter in
2089

Merch.
bd.ft./acre

Mrch.
ft"/acre

5" 16 27" 10.83 2320

3-4.9" 13 21.3" 4.043 1014

0-2.9" 21 19.6 5.544 1344

TOTAL 50 QMD = 23" 20.467 4678
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Economic Analysis

Assumptions:

real rate of interest 4%
stumpage increase = 1%

sturnpage values1 as of 1989 (including all costs normally
associated with logging activities):

ponderosa pine = $229 I mbf
all other species = $109 / mbf

diameter value correction factors:
dbh corr.factor PP/ mbf all spp./mbf
8" .69 $ 158 $ 75
12" .77 176 84
14" 82 188 89
16" 89 204 97
20" .97 222 106
24" 1.00 229 109

costs per acre as of 1989 (from district KV planning
estimates):

stocking survey____________ 4

ripping 158
machine piling 31
worthless tree removal 91
planting 449
gopher survey/baiting 48
netting 35
thinning (PC) 88
stand exam 6

'District estimates of stumpage values were provided by Mike
Tatum, District Silviculturist.
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Origin of Costs and Revenues

Costs and revenues in the following tables are the District

estimates of future costs and revenues, discounted back to 1989 at

a rate of 4%. Since the stumpage value estimates provided by the

District are already in terms of present (1989) value, they were

only compounded by the 1% stumpage increase to the year in which

the harvest occurred. All values in the following economic

analysis tables represent the present net worth of activity costs

and harvest revenues. Below is an example of how harvest revenues

were calculated.

A harvest of 3.624 mbf/acre is composed 80% white fir,
15% Douglas-fir, and 5% ponderosa pine (from Prognosis
output). This yields the following mbf/acre by species which
are then multiplied by the appropriate stumpage value
corrected for diameter. In this case, QMD is 14 inches.

white fir 2.9 mbf x 89 = 258
Douglas-fir .543 mbf x 89 = 48

ponderosa pine .181 mbf x 188 = 34

$ 340
Total stumpage values for each harvest are compounded to

the year in which the harvest occurred by a stumpage increase
of 1% per year. So, if the above harvest was in 1999, the
revenue would be compounded by the stumpage increase to give
the following present net worth in 1989.

$ 340 x 1.01 $ 375 present net worth
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Alternative 1 time line

1989 HSH assume QMD = 14" WF 2.9 mbf x 89= 258
YR 0 DF .543 mbf x 89= 48

pp .181 mbf x 188= 34 34Q3

worthless tree removal 91
slash treatment (50% of slash> 32 x .5 16) 16
ripping -158
gopher survey/baiting 48

1990 plant -449
YR I gopher survey/baiting 48

1991 plant survey 4
YR 2 gopher survey/baiting 48

netting 35

1992 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR 3

1993 plant survey 4
YR 4 gopher survey/baiting 48

1994 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR 5

1995 plant survey 4

YR 6 gopher survey/baiting 48

2000 I-IFR assume QMD = 18"
YR 11 WF 2.245 mbf x 102 = 229

DF .820 mbf x 102 = 84
PP 2.400 mbf x 213 = 513

+826 x 1.0111 = +921

2008 stand exam 6

2010 precommercial thin
YR2O -88
2025 stand exam 6

2030 precommercial thin 88
YR 40

2055 - stand exam 6

2060 commercial thin assume QMD = 12"
YR 70 DF .42 mbf x 84 = 35

PP .83 mbf x 176 = 147
WL .42 mbf x 84 = 35

+217 x 1.01 = +435

(continued on next page)

3'rh±s is probably an underestimate because walkthroughs
indicated more ponderosa pine in the stand than formal exam showed.
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2074 stand exam 6

2089 end of analysis assume QMD = 17"
YR 100 DF 3.9 mbf x 99 = 391

PP 7.9 mbf x 209 = 1,651
WL 3.9 mM x 99 = 391

+2,433 x 1.01100 = +6,580

TOTAL +6,979
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Alternative 2 time line

1989 clearcut assume QMD = 14"
YRO WF6.2mbfx 89=554

DF 1.3 mbf x 89 = 104
Pp .03 mbf x 188 = 6 1-664

worthless tree removal 91
slash treatment (50% of slash, .5 x 32 ac 16
ripping -158
gopher survey/baiting 48

1990 plant -449
YR 1 gopher survey/baiting 48

1991 plant survey 4
YR 2 gopher survey/baiting 48

netting 35

1992 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR3
1993 plant survey 4

YR 4 gopher survey/baiting 48

1994 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR 5

1995 plant survey 4

YR 6 gopher survey/baiting 48

2008 stand exam 6

2010 precomrnercial thin
YR2O -88
2025 stand exam 6

2030 precommercial thin 88
YR 40

2045 stand exam 6

2050 commercial thin assume QMD = 11"
YR 60 DF 1.11 mbf x 82 = 91

PP 2.22 mbf x 172 = 382
L 1.11 mbf x 82 = 91

+564 x i.o° = +1024

2069 stand exam 6

2089 end of analysis assume QMD = 23"
YR 100 DF 5.12 mbf x 108 = 552

Pp 10.24 mbf x 227 = 2324
11L 5.12 mbf x 108 = 552

+3,428 x + 9,272

TOTAL + 9,663
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Alternative 3 time line

1989 clearcut assume QMD = 14"
YRO WF6.23mbfx 84=523

DF 1.67 mbf x 84 = 98
PP .389 mbf x 176 = 68 +689

worthless tree removal 91
slash treatment (50% of slash = .5 x 32 =) 16
ripping -158
gopher survey/baiting 48

1990 planting -449
YR 1 gopher survey/baiting 48

1991 plant survey 4

YR 2 gopher survey/baiting 48
netting 35

1992 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR 3

1993 plant survey 4

YR 4 gopher survey/baiting 48

1994 gopher survey/baiting 48
YR 5

1995 plant survey 4

YR 6 gopher survey/baiting 48

2005 stand exam 6

2010 precommercial thin 88
YR 20

2035 stand exam 6

2040 precommercial thin 88
YR 50

2045 stand exam 6

2055 stand exam 6

2059 commercial thin assume QMD 14"
YR 70 DF .525 mbf x 84 = 44

PP 1.01 mbf x 176 = 178
WL .525 mbf x 84 = 44

+266 x I.Oi70 +534

2089 end of analysis assume QMD = 19"
YR 100 DF 4.026 mbf x 104 = 419

PP 8.052 mbf x 218 = 1755
PIL 4.026 mbf x 104 = 419

2593 x 1.01 = + 7,013

TOTAL 6,939



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS -- WAYROT 358

STAND EXAM STATISTICS REPORT 119

X SD CV (%) SE 95% C.I. %SE

Trees/acre 738.95 892.97 121 % 282.38 174.18-1303.71 38%

Basal area/acre 93.27 41.34 144 % 13.07 67.12-119.42 14%

Cu.ft./acre 1782.50 739.46 41 % 233.84 1314.83-2250.18 13%

Bd.ft.acre 7106.19 3073.86 43 % 972.04 5162.11-9050.27 14%

PAl cu.ft./ac 44.0 16.34 37 % 5.17 33.67-54.33 12%

SD =
)

-V ) (,nsska% yuLt'"t at. pp". 1atitui)

CV % 9r

SE = S

95% CI =t ;* E

% SE = CV% 4

*******************************************************************************

Statistics for trees per acre -- all trees (CJ_. Ia'i trv" C&idS

6 m /?6T5
plot TPA X =Z!1i1
1

2 3210 n =/b
3 25 2

4 987 X =i5io'i(1
5 33
6 1682 S = Q. 3.
7
8

243
253 SD =37.]

9 243
10 575 CV%

6
L!1

SE=

95% CI 79/.10

% SE =
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Statistics for trees per acre ONLY trees > 5" dbh

plot
1 295
2 110 n =

3 25 2

4 187 X =

5 33
6 82 S =

8

43

153 SD= Lio
9 143
10 375 CV%5P/._

SE
= iot4/1.

95% CI = JI,k/ çj
% SE 100

f

Statistics for trees per acre ONLY trees > 5" dbh AND TO 2+ AND immature

plot IE± =

1 99
2 94 flriO
3 25 2
14 126 x =

5 19

6 74 S =

7
8

23

87 SD

10 269 CV%

SE =

95% CI = -o

% SE =
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Statistics for Basal area/ acre ONLY trees > 5" dbh (variable plot)

plot I?
1 130
2 60 n= /0
3 30 2

4 90 X = -------.._...

5 50
6 90 S =

7
8

50
100 SD =J37J

9
10

90
160 CV%

SE 37'/8/ J//.J

95% CI = t) (ii. 85) c /a8.71

% SE
/1 d' 37

Calculating sample size to achieve the desired % Standard Error.
(the actual standard deviation from the exam will be used instead of an

estimate

n = (
tZ)( SyZ)

EZ where E = t * SE

Region 6 stand exam program uses t = 2 for a 95% Confidance Interval

SE_% Sample size needed

38% £ (z)(.38+ 739.95)5/.5

J1?J

: (
2q7)2%(S)30% ________

20% LIIJ
10%

6 /v7

-eese /?,p. .ZE)
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Reforestation Plan

All of the proposed alternatives call for either a partial or

total regeneration of the stand at this time. Planting should take

place in the spring following the completion of harvest and site

preparation. Where a total stand regeneration is performed, the

area should be planted on a 10 by 10 foot spacing to 50% ponderosa

pine and 25% Douglas-fir, using 2-0 bare root stock (4mm caliper)

with roots trimmed to 12 inches, and 25% western larch, 1-0 bare

root stock (2.5mm caliper). Planting density will vary by

treatment. In alternatives where only shelter or wildlife trees

remain, tree spacing during planting should not consider residuals.

In alternatives where advanced regeneration is left as crop

stocking, spacing of planted trees should incorporate residuals.

Historically, plantations on the district achieve only about

70% survival of planted seedlings. However, the literature

reviewed on ripping suggested a 10% increase in seedling survival.

Therefore, 80% survival of planted seedlings is assumed.

Although there is heavy ground cover of elk sedge and

pinegrass, scarification by ripping is expected to control it long

enough for seedling establishment.

When simulating planted seedlings with Prognosis for

alternatives 1 and 2 ( shelterwood and regeneration/reserve tree),

the growth was calibrated to the growth data collected from the

small trees in the existing stand, even though most were

suppressed. Only alternative 3 (clearcut) was processed using
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regional averages for seedling growth (from data collected in the

Blue Mountains, provided by the Prognosis program). In

experimenting with the model, it seems that after several cycles,

stand attributes are nearly identical whether projection was

calibrated to stand data or not (using identical species and

stocking). The model gradually adjusts the calibrated growth

equations towards the base equations over several cycles.

None of the simulations were adjusted to account for any

possible increase or decrease in the seedling growth rate provided

by the model which may result on this site from stand treatments

such as ripping. This is because little information is available

regarding the effects of soil compaction and ripping specific to

this type of site. It is likely that any effects will only be

noticeable during the early years of stand development, especially

as slower growing trees are thinned out, leaving the better trees

which were perhaps growing on better microsites. Through time,

additional productivity may be restored through natural processes,

or other events may occur which will slow tree growth, so adjusting

the growth rate in response to one specific event gives too much

credit to the growth model and will not be reliable in the long

If a post-harvest gopher survey indicates that control is

needed, baiting with strychnine oats will be performed in the late

summer or early fall prior to planting. Because gophers tend to be

a recurring problem, additional surveys and baiting will be
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performed as needed. This need can be monitored during the routine

stocking surveys planned.

Standard district stocking surveys will be performed during

the first, third, and fifth year after planting. If stocking falls

below 200 trees per acre, interplanting should be considered.
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CONIFERS

Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca
Lodgepole pine Pinus contorta
Ponderosa pine Pinus ponderosa
Western larch Larix occidentalis
White fir Abies grandis

OTHER VEGETATION

Elk sedge Carex geyeri
Heartleaf arnica Arnica cordifolia
Idaho fescue Festuca idahoensis
Pinegrass Calamagrostis rubescens

INSECT

Fir engraver Scolytis ventralis
P1. spruce budworm Choristoneura occidentalis

FUNGI

Annosus root disease Heterobasidion annosum
Indian paint fungus Echinodontium tinctorum


